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The Manual is set of schemes and drawings on strengthening reinforced concrete and stone members and structures as well as on stabilizing foundation bed soil. It presents a summery of technical solutions on strengthening slabs, beams, columns, walls, partitions, beds and foundations (over 500 variants), which have found a wide application in repair and reconstruction building works. Details of reconstruction and rehabilitation of separate parts and elements of buildings are considered as well. Drawings are accompanied by explanatory notes.

The Manual is intended for students of Building institutes as well as for design, building and exploitation engineering workers.
INTRODUCTION

This manual covers a wide range of questions, that relate to strengthening and repairing of bearing structures of the building, from the foundation and finishing the roof.

The given atlas deals with solution of practical problems arising in case of damaged or collapsed buildings repair as well as in case of buildings reconstruction. The authors of the book followed the aim to show graphically, in accessible form different ways of strengthening building members and of stabilizing bed soils.

This manual is for illustration only and gives specialists the opportunity to choose the most suitable and effective of those ways with the account of the least possible losses in material and labour force resources.

It is a kind of an atlas of schemes and drawings which instead of giving detailed theoretical conclusions, calculation and design methods presents a guide to practical measures. Here one can find different ways of strengthening of reinforced concrete roof members (slabs, beams, trusses), columns, multy-storeyed frames, bearing units and connection joints. Also recommended are methods of floor slab opening formation and those of restoration of missed cast-in items as well as ways of strengthening brick walls, posts, partitions, of patching cracks and restoring damaged sections in brick wall facing. Consideration is also given to such problems as laying the foundations close to existing buildings, protection of underground structures against wetting, reconstruction and restoration of separate parts and elements of buildings.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengthened members, units and foundation beds</th>
<th>Ways of strengthening</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Strengthened members, units and foundation beds</th>
<th>Ways of strengthening</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destruction of concrete reinforced concrete and stone members</td>
<td>Use of explosion, water jet, electric discharge, oxygen lances; mechanical method</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11, 140</td>
<td>Foundations laid close to existing building</td>
<td>Arrangement of enclosing sheeting, cantilever protruding bars, driven and bored piles</td>
<td>32-34</td>
<td>1, 35, 36, 50, 65, 70, 91, 95, 105, 114, 117, 126, 147, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip foundations</td>
<td>Arrangement of concrete lugs, reinforced concrete yokes and pads; positioning of relieving beams; reconstruction of foundations into slab ones; stabilisation of foundation masonry</td>
<td>10-18</td>
<td>7, 14, 25, 30, 37, 38, 48, 69, 70, 75, 113, 120, 124, 132, 137, 141, 146, 147, 171, 172, 175, 176</td>
<td>Shoring of trench and pit walls in carrying out construction work near the existing building</td>
<td>Erection of retaining walls; use of different shoring systems for trench and pit vertical walls</td>
<td>35-37</td>
<td>11, 50, 59, 149, 151, 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pad foundations</td>
<td>Arrangement of reinforced concrete jackets; outrigging of columns; transfer of load to foundation bed; reconstruction of foundations into strip ones.</td>
<td>19-24</td>
<td>3, 4, 14, 37, 48, 58, 68, 70, 103, 113, 132, 141, 146, 147, 170</td>
<td>Retaining walls</td>
<td>Choice of safe distance from the pile to be driven to the functioning buildings</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>50, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations strengthened by transfer of load to piles</td>
<td>Transfer of partial load to driven cast-in-place, metal bore injected piles, solid and composite; use of other structural elements for foundation strengthening</td>
<td>25-28</td>
<td>1, 2, 35, 50, 70, 104, 143, 146, 147, 167, 170</td>
<td>Foundation beds</td>
<td>Stabilization of soils by solution injection; thermal stabilization; use of hydrojet technology, etc.</td>
<td>41-43</td>
<td>3, 4, 14, 41, 48, 49, 54, 56, 59, 61, 65, 70, 89, 90, 125, 134, 143, 146, 147, 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab foundations</td>
<td>Arrangement of yokes; reinforced concrete splicing; positioning of relieving beams</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>50, 70, 103, 132, 141, 142, 147</td>
<td>Columns</td>
<td>Arrangement of cast-in-place and precast yokes; setting of struts, substruts, relieving elements</td>
<td>44-46</td>
<td>8, 19, 24, 42, 70, 78, 85, 103, 141, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip grillages</td>
<td>Splicing of grillages from above, below and from sides; rearrangement of reinforced concrete jackets</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70, 94, 103, 141, 142, 147</td>
<td>Columns cantilevers</td>
<td>Setting of tension bars, channel props, yokes - stirrups, welded plates</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>70, 86, 103, 141, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile-to-grillage connection joints</td>
<td>Arrangement of reinforced concrete and metal yokes and jackets; positioning of metal props, etc.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>70, 103, 141, 142, 147</td>
<td>Column-to-foundation connection joints</td>
<td>Arrangement of reinforced concrete and metal yokes; splicing of foundation column housing walls</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>70, 86, 103, 141, 142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengthened members, units and foundation beds</th>
<th>Ways of strengthening</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Strengthened members, units and foundation beds</th>
<th>Ways of strengthening</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girder-to-column connected joints</td>
<td>Setting of stirrups, additional rods, plates</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>70, 84</td>
<td>Brick wall facings</td>
<td>Setting of steel braces; facing replacement; plastering</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>29, 33, 50, 70, 71, 102, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall-to-column connected joints</td>
<td>Setting of stirrups, supporting props, plates</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70, 84</td>
<td>Brick posts and piers</td>
<td>Arrangement of metal, reinforced concrete, brick and mortar yokes, jackets; positioning of posts; setting of reinforced concrete and metal cores</td>
<td>66-69</td>
<td>16, 29, 46, 51, 58, 67, 73, 75, 107, 123, 124, 128, 138, 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor panel-to-wall connection joints</td>
<td>Positioning of additional supports; concreting; setting of tension bars</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Elimination of defects on large panel wall surfaces</td>
<td>Pointing up and filling with putty of cracks, bugholes and scalings</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74, 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-storied frames</td>
<td>Setting of half pier, substruts, posts, frames, braces, tension bars</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>70, 103, 141, 142</td>
<td>Patching of cracks in brick walls</td>
<td>Setting of metal dowels; insertion of brick keys; injection of cement-sand mortar</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>58, 66, 88, 107, 108, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane girders</td>
<td>Attaching of beams to columns; strengthening of damaged supports; fastening of crane rails</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>70-84</td>
<td>Formation of openings in brick walls</td>
<td>Positioning of lintels, channel and angle frames over the openings formed</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>67, 68, 69, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete wall panels</td>
<td>Setting of metal cover plates; gluing of metal strips and reinforcement; concreting; positioning of relieving columns</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>17, 26, 70, 74, 102, 108</td>
<td>Protection of brick walls against wetting</td>
<td>Arrangement of air slots, clay locks, drainage</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>6, 16, 23, 43, 46, 58, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick walls</td>
<td>Arrangement of metal chords, pads, reinforced concrete chords; setting of reinforcement</td>
<td>55-61</td>
<td>1, 6, 27, 37, 46, 57, 50, 70, 75, 90, 107, 109, 110, 111, 112, 122, 123, 124, 140, 141, 146, 178, 179</td>
<td>Restoration of brick wall horizontal waterproofing</td>
<td>Arrangement of hydraulic seal roll; injection of silconorganic compound solutions; protector method; galvanoosmose method</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>13, 16, 38, 43, 58, 66, 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick wall connection joints</td>
<td>Connection by tension bars, braces, metal cover plates</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>58, 75, 107</td>
<td>Restoration of concrete cover</td>
<td>Plastering by mortar; guniting; conoreting; polymer concrete coating</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5, 55, 80, 86, 97, 99, 108, 119, 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam and slab bearing units on brick walls</td>
<td>Arrangement of metal and reinforced concrete yokes; positioning of relieving posts, walls, beams</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>12, 70, 75</td>
<td>Patching of cracks in concrete and reinforced concrete members</td>
<td>Injecting of tamping grout with magnetic properties, of cement-sand mortar; filling with synthetic putty</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>40, 46,55,86,99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick lintels</td>
<td>Setting of cover plates, tension bars; positioning of beams</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>16, 50, 60, 70, 107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 1. (continued)</td>
<td>Ways of strengthening</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>References</td>
<td>Table 1. (continued)</td>
<td>Ways of strengthening</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concreting of yokes, jackets, splices</td>
<td>Placing of concrete by guniting through holes in slabs by means of side hoppers, boxes, block forms</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>10, 85, 115</td>
<td>Bearing units of roof slabs and floor panels</td>
<td>Positioning of props by means of welding, tension bars, bolts, stirrups</td>
<td>96-98</td>
<td>86, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of openings in reinforced concrete slabs</td>
<td>Splicing of slabs around the openings; metal framing of openings; positioning of relieving beams</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>67, 68, 69, 70</td>
<td>Reconstruction of non-ventilated roofs into ventilated ones</td>
<td>Erection of roof of asbestos corrugated and flat sheets, and of roof iron</td>
<td>94-95</td>
<td>28, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone floors</td>
<td>Setting of ties; splicing from above and below; positioning of relieving beams</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60, 70, 115</td>
<td>Precast floor beams</td>
<td>Splicing; arrangement of jackets, yokes; positioning of posts, substruts, brackets</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>49, 916,20,21,31,39, 42,60,64,70,72,78, 86-88,92, 93, 100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flights of stairs and stair landings</td>
<td>Splicing; positioning of relieving beams, supporting props</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>58, 70</td>
<td>Cast-in-place floor beams</td>
<td>Positioning of relieving beams, brackets, hingerod chains, strutted ties; arrangement of splicing, yokes</td>
<td>100-105</td>
<td>8,16,20,21,70,85, 103,127,129,141, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balcony slabs and visors</td>
<td>Positioning of cantilevers, relieving beams; setting of substruts, props, suspenders</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>58, 70</td>
<td>Roof beams</td>
<td>Setting of hinge-rod chains, relieving brackets, relieving beams; achieving of continuity</td>
<td>106-108</td>
<td>18,31,42,62,70, 83,64,85,86,127, 123,136,141,142,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stressing operations in ties</td>
<td>Heating; use of hydrojacks, turnbuckles, bolts, stirrups; wedge driving</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>46, 58, 70, 85</td>
<td>Roof trusses</td>
<td>Setting of ties, hingerod chains; arrangement of reinforced concrete and metal yokes; achieving of continuity</td>
<td>109-115</td>
<td>31,70,84,127,129, 141,142, 70, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement of strengthened members into joint work</td>
<td>Arrangement of inverted bend, reinforced concrete yokes, keys; achieving of continuity of members; engagement of lower partitions into work</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>47, 86, 141, 142</td>
<td>Bearing units of roof beams and trusses</td>
<td>Positioning of supporting props by means of posts, stirrups, tension bars, plates;</td>
<td>116-118</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement of strengthened members into work</td>
<td>Setting of membrane thrust pads, springs, draw bolts, levers, thrust bolts</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>15,32,34,53, 79,87</td>
<td>List of references</td>
<td></td>
<td>120-126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reasons Resulting in the Necessity of Strengthening Reinforced Concrete and Stone Units, Members and Foundations of Buildings and Structures

- Reconstruction and reequipment of enterprises, change in social functions of buildings and structures
- Errors in design, production and handling of building units and members as well as in carrying out building and assembly work
- Physical wear of units and members caused by their intensive or long use
- Units and members damages of all sorts due to breaking of maintenance rules
- Local or overall failures of building members due to corrosion, temperature influence
- Influence of natural calamities (earthquake, wind, hurricane, snow storm, flood, etc.)
- Influence of crashes, explosions or impact
- Other influences
- Influence of low temperatures
- Crevice corrosion occurring in chinks and clearances between building units
- Influence of high temperatures
Rehabilitation of building members net section area (patching of cracks, bugholes, defects, etc.)

Rehabilitation of cast-in items, loops, fasteners, etc.

Protection from wetting and air aggressive environment, maintenance of normal temperature-moisture conditions in building and structures

Increasing the foundation material strength

**Rehabilitating building members bearing capacity**

Other measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>Section yokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrangement of jacket in sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-sided splicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening of building members connection joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Section yokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrangement of jacket in sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-sided splicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening of building members connection joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>Section yokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrangement of jacket in sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-sided splicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening of building members connection joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td>Section yokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrangement of jacket in sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-sided splicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening of building members connection joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>Section yokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrangement of jacket in sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-sided splicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening of building members connection joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigid (posts, portals, diagonals, etc.)</td>
<td>Additional supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metal brackets and sub-struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tension bars, reinforced concrete and metal chords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement of separate members into joint work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INCREASING BEARING CAPACITY OF BUILDING MEMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INCREASING BEARING CAPACITY OF BUILDING MEMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced concrete</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>Additional horizontal or strutted prestressed reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed struts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prestressed ties and stirrups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other special cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transfer of load to other members**

Partial

Full

**Replacement of members or change in design schemes**

Partial

Full

**Special cases of strengthening separate units and members**
WAYS OF DESTRUCTING CONCRETE, REINFORCED CONCRETE AND STONE MEMBERS IN RECONSTRUCTING BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

USE OF EXPLOSION

1. Building to be destroyed; 2. Destroyed building; 3. Protective screen walls (bales of pressed straw, reed, brushwood, etc., tied by means of steel wire mesh); 4. Protective screen wall made of straw bales or old motor tyres (to protect against soil vibration); 5. Explosives in wall blast holes

STATIC METHOD WITH BUILDING MEMBERS DESTRUCTION TO FOLLOW

1. Member to be destroyed; 2. Notching 1/4 of member thickness; 3. Members in static load application zone (ledgers, distribution traverses, plates, etc.); 4. Members transferring load (pulls, stops, beams, posts, etc.); 5. Devices creating static load (winches, jacks, screws, wedges, etc.)

THERMAL METHOD WITH THE USE OF ELECTRIC ARC OR GAS FLOW (“OXYGEN LANCE”)

1. Member to be destroyed; 2. Holes, joggles; 3. Graphite (coal) electrodes (two main and one auxiliary for arc clamping) or from 17 to 20 mm diameter steel pipe filled with steel rods; 4. Electric arc with 4000°C combustion temperature or gas flow; 5. Electrode or pile jig; 6. Device for fixing the jig; 7. Multivain copper current pipes or flexible hose; 8. Transformer or oxygen ballons; 9. Melt of destructed member (slag)

MECHANICAL METHOD


HYDRAULIC METHOD WITH THE USE OF WATER JET

1. Member to be destroyed; 2. Holes, joggles; 3. Hydraulic gun or hydraulic unit tip; 4. Water jet; 5. Hydraulic gun or hydraulic unit; 6. Device for hydraulic unit fixation; 7. Flexible hose; 8. Water tank; 9. Washed out material of the member to be destructed

USE OF ELECTRIC DISCHARGE

1. Member to be destructed; 2. Water tank into which the member to be destructed is placed; 3. Electrodes (stationary or moving along the member); 4. Condensor
STRENGTHENING OF RUBBLE AND BRICK FOUNDATIONS

UNLOADING OF FOUNDATION WEAKENED PART BY EMBEDING STEEL BEAM INTO WALLS

1- brick wall; 2 – floor; 3- steel beams; 4 - foundation; 5 - joggle in wall; 6 - finishing layer; 7 - cracks in the wall; 8- anchor

WIDENING OF BEARING AREA BY CONCRETE LUG ARRANGEMENT

1- existing foundation; 2- concrete; 3- packed soil; 4- brick masonry; 5 - hydraulic seal; 6 - existing foundation outline

WIDENING OF BEARING AREA BY ADDITIONAL BRICK MASONRY

1 - existing brick foundation; 2 - additional brick masonry; 3 - metal beam; 4 - packed soil (rammed crushed stone); 5 - metal plates spaced at 0.5 to 10mm in cement-sand mortar layer; 6 - hydraulic seal

WIDENING OF BEARING AREA AND STABILIZATION OF RUBBLE MASONRY BY MEANS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE ARRANGEMENT

1- existing foundation; 2- reinforced concrete yoke; 3- metal anchor; 4- brick masonry
STRENGTHENING OF RUBBLE AND BRICK STRIP FOUNDATIONS

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE PAD (FOR EXTERNAL WALLS)

1- existing building; 2- cast-in-place reinforced concrete pad; 3- hole filled with cement mortar under pressure; 4- clydite gravel heater; 5- brick wall; 6- hydraulic seal

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE PAD (FOR INTERNAL WALLS)

1- existing foundation; 2- cast-in-place reinforced concrete pad; 3- hole filled with cement mortar under pressure; 4- brick wall; 5- hydraulic seal

WIDENING OF BEARING AREA BY CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE LUGS

1- existing foundation; 2- cast-in-place reinforced concrete lugs; 3- packed soil (rammed crushed stone); 4- strengthening reinforcement; 5- brick wall; 6- hydraulic seal; 7- reinforcing steel tie

ONE-SIDED INCREASING OF BEARING AREA

1- existing foundation; 2- cast-in-place bench; 3- bearing beam; 4- sub-strut; 5- anchor; 6- stop angle; 7- spreader beam; 8- brick masonry; 9- hydraulic seal

WIDENING OF BEARING AREA AND DEEPENING OF FOUNDATION

1- existing foundation; 2- concrete; 3- brick masonry; 4- anchor; 5,6- foot marks before and after strengthening the foundation respectively

ANCHORING OF BASEMENT WALLS AND FOUNDATIONS BY REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE

1- existing foundation; 2- brick wall; 3- reinforced concrete yoke; 4- anchors; 5- superbasement floor; 6- basement floor mark; 7- hydraulics seal
STRENGTHENING OF STRIP FOUNDATIONS

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY ADDITIONAL BRICK MASONRY

1-existing brick masonry of foundation; 2- partly disassembled area of existing brick masonry; 3- additional brick masonry

STABILIZATION OF FOUNDATION RUBBLE MASONRY BY CEMENT INJECTION

1-existing foundation; 2- liquid cement mortar injectors; 3- streaks of mortar; 4- hydraulic seal; 5- brick wall

STABILIZATION OF FOUNDATION RUBBLE MASOBY BY SILICATE-POLYMER MORTAR

1-existing foundation in bad state (cracks, segregation); 2- silicate-polymer mortar injectors placed in shot holes or openings; 3- brick wall; 4- hydraulic seal; 5- pit cavity broken up for work on foundation strengthening

ANCHORING OF BASEMENT WALLS AND FOUNDATIONS BY FIBROCONCRETE YOKE

1-existing foundation; 2- brick basement wall; 3- fibroconcrete yoke; 4- 20 to 30 mm diameter holes up to 250 mm deep; 5- periodical profile metal anchors set by means of epoxy adhesive or cement-sand mortar

STRENGTHENING OF CONCRETE (REINFORCED CONCRETE) CRACKED FOUNDATIONS BY MEANS OF SYNTHETIC RESINS

1-existing foundation with vertical and horizontal cracks; 2- cracks; 3- brick wall; 4- injector for synthetic resins compound injection under 0.6-1 MPa pressure; 5- groove 35 to 40 mm wide made by disk saw or perforator; 100 to 150 mm deep holes bored by perforator

STABILIZATION OF SUBJECTED TO SEPARATION RUBBLE MASONRY BY MEANS OF GUNITE

1-existing foundation with rubble masonry separation; 2- high pressure concrete spraying; 3- gunited surface of foundation; 4- cement gun (or concrete-gun) for concrete mix spraying; 5- brick wall; 6- hydraulic seal; 7- broken up pit cavity of foundation
STRENGTHENING OF STRIP FOUNDATIONS

ELIMINATION OF STRIP FOUNDATION RUPTURE
1- existing foundations; 2 - rupture in foundation because of frost heaving; 3- liquid cement mortar; 4 - injectors; 5 - unheaved soil; 6 - brick wall; 7 - hydraulic seal

ERECTION OF FOUNDATIONS UNDER PILASTERS
1- existing foundation; 2 - foundation to be spliced under pilaster; 3 - strengthening reinforcement; 4 - prepared surface (hacked); 5 - pilaster; 6 - brick wall; 7 - hydraulic seal

RELAYING OF EXTERNAL WALL STRIP FOUNDATIONS
1- existing wall of foundation; 2 - foundation block to be removed; 3 - new block of foundation; 4 - jack; 5 - cut through; 6 - slots; 7 - pads; 8 - scaffolds; 9 - metal slips basement floor; 10 - floor

RELAYING OF INTERNAL WALL STRIP FOUNDATIONS
1- existing wall of foundation; 2 - foundation block to be removed; 3 - new block of foundation; 4 - jack; 5 - cut through slots; 6 - cramp; 7 - pads or slips; 8 - basement floor; 9 - floor

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA OF PRECAST STRIP FOUNDATION
1- existing foundation; 2 - floor slab; 3- cast- in-place reinforced concrete press frame structure; 4 - additional foundation of precast slabs; 5 - packed soil

STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATIONS BY MEANS OF PROTECTIVE WALL ARRANGEMENT
1- existing foundation; 2- sections damaged due to aggressive soil surroundings (raising of soil water level, penetration of chemicals and etc.); 3 - protective brick wall put up after damaged section recovering; 4 - coated or glued hydraulic seal; 5 - horizontal hydraulic seal; 6 - brick wall
STRENGTHENING OF RUBBLE AND BRICK STRIP FOUNDATIONS

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY COMpressING FOUNDATION SOIL BY PRECAST REINFORCED CONCRETE ELEMENTS

1-existing foundation; 2,3- elements of widening before and after sliding apart respectively; 4- hole filled with cement-sand mortar under pressure; 5- anchor; 6- packed soil zone; 7- brick masonry

REPLACEMENT OF FOUNDATIONS UNDER WALLS BY USING RELIEVING BEAMS

1-supplied foundation; 2- relieving beams; 3 - coupling bolt; 4- pit; 5-brick wall

SUSPENSION OF BUILDING PARTS ON SUBSTRUTS FOR FOUNDATION REPLACEMENT

1- brick wall; 2- foundation; 3-jacks; 4-wedges; 5-pads; 6- sub-struts

SIDE PRESSURE UNLOADING OF FOUNDATION WALLS BY MEANS OF RELIEVING ELEMENTS

1 - brick wall; 2- trench filled with slag; 3 - fastening of trench walls; 4 – trench covering; 5 - hydraulic seal

SIDE PRESSURE UNLOADING OF FOUNDATION BY MEANS OF UNLOADING DEVICES

1- brick wall; 2-foundation; 3-floor; 4-reinforced concrete slabs acting as relieving elements; 5- pads; 6-hydraulic seal; 7-strengthened soil course

SUSPENSION OF BUILDING PARTS ON LATERAL BEAMS FOR FOUNDATION REPLACEMENT

1- brick wall; 2- foundation; 3- pad; 4- metal lateral beam; 5- hydraulic jacks (or pads); 6- temporary supports; 7- hole in the wall
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARRANGEMENT OF LONGITUDINAL BEAMS WITH POSTS ON JUMPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - existing foundation; 2 - cracks in foundation plate part; 3 - longitudinal reinforced concrete beams; 4 - reinforced concrete posts; 5, 6 - metal beams; 7 - coupling bolts; 8 - brick wall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARRANGEMENT OF LONGITUDINAL BEAMS WITH REINFORCED CONCRETE JACKET ON JUMPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - existing foundation; 2 - cracks in foundation plate part; 3 - longitudinal reinforced concrete beams; 4 - reinforced concrete jacket; 5 - surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned, hacked); 6 - holes filled with liquid cement-sand mortar; 7 - reinforcing steel anchor; 8 - brick wall; 9 - joggle in the wall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY LONGITUDINAL BEAM ARRANGEMENT IN FOOT LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - existing foundation; 2 - cracks in form of plate part; 3 - longitudinal reinforced concrete beams; 4 - reinforced concrete posts; 5 - cast-in-place concrete; 6 - surface prepared for concreting; 7 - metal beam; 8 - pads; 9 - brick wall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION PLATE PART BY REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - existing foundation; 2 - cracks in foundation plate part; 3 - reinforced concrete yoke; 4 - surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned, hacked); 5 - brick wall; 6 - joggle in the wall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY PRECAST ELEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - existing foundation; 2 - precast elements of widening; 3 - fixed tie; 4 - friction covering; 5 - pad-wedges; 6 - receiving shield; 7 - metal beam; 8 - brick wall; 9 - packed soil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREASING OF FOUNDATION BEARING PORTION BY PRECAST ELEMENTS WITH COMPRESSION THE BED SOIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - existing foundation; 2 - elements of bearing area widening; 3 - zones of compressed bed soil; 4 - tie; 5 - device for elements of strengthening compression; 6 - fine aggregate concrete; 7 - hole filled with liquid cement mortar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STRENGTHENING OF CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE STRIP FOUNDATIONS

UNLOADING OF FOUNDATION WEAKENED PART BY REINFORCED CONCRETE CHORD ARRANGED IN THE BASE

1- existing foundation; 2- cracks in walls; 3- setting hopper; 4- cast-in-place reinforced concrete chord; 5- foundation bed surface; 6- reinforcing cage; 7- shield-formwork; 8- formwork ties; 9- pipe connection for concrete supply

WIDENING OF STRIP FOUNDATION FOOT BY MEANS OF CONCRETE LUGS

1- existing foundation; 2- new part of foundation; 3- metal beams passed through holes in the wall; 4- compacted gravel-sand mix (or lean concrete on packed soil); 5- reinforcement

WIDENING OF FOUNDATION FOOT AND STRENGTHENING OF CONCRETE WALL BY REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE ARRANGEMENT

1- existing foundation; 2- reinforced concrete yoke; 3- hole filled with liquid cement mortar; 4- metal anchor; 5- reinforcement welded to anchor; 6- joggle in the wall

POSITIONING OF NEW ELEMENTS WITH WEAKENING THE FOUNDATION WALL

1- cast-in-place strip foundation; 2- additional support-foundations; 3- strengthening metal beams; 4- pads; 5- basement floor mark; 6- soil layer with the highest bearing capacity

WIDENING OF FOUNDATION FOOT AND STRENGTHENING OF CONCRETE WALL BY REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE ARRANGEMENT

1- precast strip foundation; 2- additional foundation supports; 3- cast-in-place reinforced concrete strengthening beams; 4- principle reinforcement of beams; 5- pads; 6- basement floor mark; 7- soil layer with the highest bearing capacity
STRENGTHENING OF PRECAST STRIP FOUNDATIONS

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY ADDITIONAL PADS
1- pad of existing foundation; 2 - foundation blocks; 3 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete additional pads; 4 - brick masonry; 5 - hydraulic seal; 6 - basement floor mark

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE ARRANGEMENT
1 - existing foundation; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke; 3 - holes in joints between blocks for placing principle reinforcement; 4 - basic principle reinforcement of strengthening; 5 - basement floor mark; 6 - wall brick masonry

ARRANGEMENT OF LONGITUDINAL BEAMS (SPlicing) ON JUMPS
1 - existing foundation; 2 - cracks in foundation plate part; 3 - reinforced concrete splice; 4 - holes in joints between blocks for placing the principle reinforcement (should be filled with liquid cement mortar); 5 - brick masonry; 6 - hydraulic seal; 7 - surface prepared for concreting

ARRANGEMENT OF LONGITUDINAL BEAMS WITH POSTS ON JUMPS
1- existing foundation; 2- cracks in foundation plate part; 3- longitudinal reinforced concrete beams; 4 - holes in joints between blocks for placing principle reinforcement; 5 - reinforced concrete posts; 6- metal beams; 7- brick wall

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE ARRANGEMENT
1- existing foundation; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke; 3 - holes in joints between blocks for placing principle reinforcement; 4 - basic principle reinforcement of strengthening; 5 - packed soil zones; 6- wall brick masonry

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE ARRANGEMENT
1 - existing foundation; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke; 3 - holes in joints between blocks for placing principle reinforcement; 4 - basic principle reinforcement of strengthening; 5 - basement floor mark; 6- concrete cut off surface; 7- reinforcement outlets in pad; 8 - welding
ARRANGEMENT OF CONTINUOUS (INTERRUPTED) PLATE WITH BEAMS BY MEANS OF KEYS

1- existing strip foundations; 2- continuous (interrupted) plate; 3- cast-in-place reinforced concrete beams; 4- basement floor surface; 5- concrete keys fixed in foundation walls; 6- brick wall

ARRANGEMENT OF CONTINUOUS (INTERRUPTED) PLATE BY MEANS OF DOWELS

1- existing foundation; 2- continuous (interrupted) plate; 3- concrete keys fixed in foundation walls; 4- brick masonry

ARRANGEMENT OF CONTINUOUS (INTERRUPTED) SPLICING PLATE OVER PADS

1- existing foundation; 2- continuous (interrupted) plate; 3- hole in joints between blocks for placing principle reinforcement; 4- basic principle strengthening reinforcement; 5- brick wall

ARRANGEMENT OF CONTINUOUS (INTERRUPTED) PLATE UNDER PADS

1- existing strip foundation; 2- continuous (interrupted) plate; 3- basement floor surface mark; 4- compacted coarse sand; 5- brick wall
STRENGTHENING OF PAD FOUNDATIONS

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA AND STRENGTHENING OF RUBBLE FOUNDATION

1- foundation under strengthening; 2- concrete lugs; 3- metal beams; 4- coupling bolts; 5- brick column; 6- reinforcement; 7- metal rods; 8- joggles in column

TRANSFERING A PART OF THE LOAD FROM COLUMN TO FOUNDATION HOUSING WALLS

1- reinforced concrete column; 2- foundation housing; 3- exposed protective layer; 4- column principle reinforcement; 5- metal angles; 6- welding

SUSPENSION OF BRICK COLUMNS ON BEAMS IN CASE OF PAD FOUNDATION REPLACEMENT

1- brick column; 2- metal beams; 3- foundation; 4- board pads; 5- metal pads; 6- coupling bolts; 7- joggles in column

STRENGTHENING A PART OF THE LOAD FROM COLUMN TO BASEMENT

1- foundation under strengthening; 2-reinforced concrete column; 3- elements of strengthening the foundation; 4- metal diagonals; 5- metal beam; 6- metal yoke welded to column reinforcement; 7- column reinforcement; 8- column portion without protective layer

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA OF REINFORCED CONCRETE FOUNDATION

1- foundation under strengthening; 2- concrete lugs; 3- principle reinforcement of existing foundation; 4- strengthening reinforcement; 5- concrete spalled surface; 6- welding; 7- lean concrete bedding placed on packed soil

INCREASING THE BEARING AREA OF REINFORCED CONCRETE PAD FOUNDATION

1- reinforced concrete foundation under strengthening; 2- metal beams; 3- concrete lugs; 4- strengthening reinforcement; 5- reinforced concrete column
### Arrangement of Fibrous Concrete Yoke on Column Foundation Housing

1- reinforced concrete foundation under strengthening; 2- reinforced concrete column; 3- fibrous concrete yoke; 4- foundation surface prepared for concreting (hacked and clean downed); 5- surface prepared for concreting (clean downed, hacked)

### Transfering a Part of the Load from Column to Foundation Offset

1- foundation under strengthening; 2- reinforced concrete column; 3- pads placed on foundation offset; 4- metal diagonals; 5- metal beams placed along foundation perimeter; 6- metal yoke welded to column reinforcement

### Pad Foundation Replacement by Outrigging the Building Columns by Means of "Shears" Device

1- existing foundation; 2- concrete collar; 3- metal substruts; 4- reinforced concrete column; 5- steal tie; 6- turnbuckle; 7- pads; 8- enclosing sheeting; 9- pit cavity filled with soil after laying new foundation

### Increasing the Bearing Area of Concrete Pad Foundation

1- existing concrete foundation; 2- column; 3- reinforced concrete yoke; 4- strengthening reinforcement; 5- jog-gles in the foundation body; 6- metal rods

### Increasing the Bearing Area of Concrete Pad Foundation by Using Flat Jacks

- **a** - scheme of foundation strengthening; **b, c** - details of jack arrangement;
- 1- foundation under strengthening; 2- concrete benches; 3- joggles in foundation; 4- rolled metal beams; 5- flat jack; 6- tube for injecting the liquid into jack
INCREASING OF BEARING AREA AND STRENGTHENING OF CONCRETE FOUNDATION

1- existing foundation; 2- metal yoke; 3- bench; 4- bearing beams transferring load to bench; 5- rod reinforcement; 6- reinforced concrete yoke; 7- metal angles

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA WITH PRELIMINARY SOIL COMPACTION

1 - foundation under strengthening; 2 - members (reinforced concrete blocks) used for widening the bearing area; 3- compressed soil zone; 4 - reinforcing steel anchors; 5 - holes for anchors filled with cement-sand mortar after work completion; 6 - slots formed with blocks turn and filled with fine-grained concrete; 7 - hydraulic jacks (from 2 to 4); 8 - zone to be concreted

ANCHOR STRENGTHENING OF PAD FOUNDATION UNDER THE LOAD WITH CONSIDERABLE ECCENTRICITY

1- pad foundation under strengthening; 2- anchors of pull-out reinforced bored piles (pile diameter being from 150 to 200mm, its length being from 2 to 3 m); 3- cone-shaped holes in foundation plate to be filled with concrete; 4- metal plates to which anchor reinforcement is welded

INCREASING OF BEARING AREA BY REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAME ARRANGEMENT

1- pad foundation under strengthening; 2 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete support frame arranged along the perimeter of existing foundation foot; 3 - strengthening reinforcement; 4 - spalls along the perimeter of existing foundation foot; 5 - reinforced concrete column; 6 - compacted soil (rammed crushed stone)

ANCHOR STRENGTHENING OF PAD FOUNDATION UNDER THE LOAD WITH CONSIDERABLE ECCENTRICITY

1- pad foundation under strengthening; 2 - anchors of pull-out bored piles (pile diameter being from 150 to 200 mm, its length being from 2 to 3 m); 3 - reinforced concrete strengthening element; 4 - strengthening reinforcement placed according to calculation or design; 5 - metal plate with anchor reinforcement welded to it; 6 - reinforcement of anchor piles

PAD FOUNDATION REPLACEMENT BY OUTRIGGING THE COLUMNS BY MEANS OF STRUTTED SYSTEM

1- existing foundation to be replaced; 2 - reinforced concrete column; 3 - strutted elements for outrigging the first portion of columns; 4 - strutted elements for outrigging the second portion of columns; 5 - roof trusses; 6 - pit cavity filled with soil after laying new foundation
STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION PLATE SECTION UNDER COLUMNS

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED SUB-STRUTS
1 - foundation plate section under strengthening; 2 - column; 3 - reinforced concrete or metal yoke on column; 4 - upper angle stud for sub-strut supports; 5 - lower angle stud for sub-strut supports; 6 - angle sub-stra ts welded to studs after heating the lower stud (stressing operations take place in sub-stra ts when they are cooled)

PLACING OF RELIEVING CHANNEL BEAMS
1 - foundation plate section under strengthening; 2 - columns; 3 - channel relieving beams placed on mortar in cut out grooves in foundation; 4 - grooves 20 mat deep; 5 - coupling bolts; 6 - channel distribution beams welded to relieving beams after fixing and tightening the bolts; 7 - joint between foundation and strengthening member, wedged out by steel plates and caulked by mortar

ARRANGEMENT REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE ABOVE THE FOUNDATION PLATE SECTION
1 - foundation plate section under strengthening (lower jump); 2 - column; 3 - reinforced concrete splice from the top of lower jump; 4 - reinforcement of splice; 5 - foundation surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE BELOW THE FOUNDATION PLATE SECTION
1 - foundation under strengthening (unloaded and "suspended"); 2 - column; 3 - reinforced concrete splice from below (after removing the soil under foot); 4 - reinforcing fabric along the splice bottom; 5 - foundation lower surface prepared for concreting (cleared off soil and washed)

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB ABOVE THE FOUNDATION PLATE SECTION
1 - foundation plate section under strengthening; 2 - column; 3 - reinforced concrete splice above the foundation; 4 - reinforcement of splice; 5 - protective layer of column concrete cut out splice height; 6 - foundation surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE JACKET
1 - foundation under strengthening; 2 - column; 3 - strengthening reinforced concrete jacket; 4 - horizontal reinforcement; 5 - reinforced concrete yoke on column; 6 - sloping reinforcement of jacket; 7 - horizontal reinforcement of jacket; 8 - yoke stirrups on column; 9 - foundation and column surfaces prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)
STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION AGAINST SPLITTING AND CRUSHING

POSITIONING OF CHANNEL SUPPORTS
1- column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3- channel supports placed on mortar in cut out grooves in concrete cover of column; 4- coupling bolts; 5 - stiffening ribs; 6 - cut out concrete cover of column

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE AROUND COLUMN FOOTING
1- column footing part of foundation; 2- column; 3- strengthening metal yoke of foundation column footing part; 4-yoke longitudinal angles placed on mortar; 5- yoke lateral planks compact cement-sand plastering

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE AROUND COLUMN
1- column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3 - strengthening reinforced concrete yoke around column; 4 - yoke lateral reinforcing fabrics; 5 - yoke vertical reinforcing rods; 6 - concrete cover of column cut off in yoke arrangement zone

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE AROUND COLUMN
1- column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3- strengthening metal yoke around column; 4- supporting plate placed on mortar; 5- yoke plates placed on mortar in cut out concrete cover of column and welded to column reinforcement; 6 - stiffening ribs; 7- yoke concreting

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE AROUND COLUMN FOOTING
1- column footing part of foundation; 2- column; 3- strengthening reinforced concrete yoke of foundation column footing part; 4 - yoke lateral reinforcing fabrics; 5- yoke vertical reinforcing rods; 6 - column footing surface prepared for concreting (cleaned and hacked)

ARRANGEMENT OF CONCRETE KEY
1 - column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3 - concrete dowel; 4 - cut out concrete cover of column; 5 - cut out concrete cover of housing walls
RECONSTRUCTION OF PAD FOUNDATIONS INTO STRIP FOUNDATIONS

ARRANGEMENT OF BULKHEADS BELOW TEE FOUNDATION BEARING PLATES

1 - existing pad foundations; 2 - reinforced concrete bulkheads; 3 - floor surface; 4 - reinforcing cage

ARRANGEMENT OF BULKHEADS IN FOUNDATION FOOT LEVEL JOINTLY WITH STIFFENING DIAPHRAGMS

1 - existing pad foundations; 2 - reinforced concrete bulkheads; 3 - stiffening diaphragms; 4 - spalled concrete on foundation plate sections; 5 - pocket for keys in foundation housing; 6 - reinforcing cage

ARRANGEMENT OF BULKHEADS BELOW BEARING PLATES JOINTLY WITH STIFFENING DIAPHRAGMS

1 - existing pad foundation; 2 - reinforced concrete bulkheads; 3 - stiffening diaphragms; 4 - spalled concrete in foundation plate sections; 5 - floor surface; 6 - reinforcing cage

ARRANGEMENT OF BULKHEADS BELOW THE BEARING PLATES JOINTLY WITH STIFFENING DIAPHRAGMS AND YOKES AROUND HOUSING

1 - existing foundations; 2 - reinforced concrete bulkheads; 3 - reinforced concrete yokes; 4 - stiffening diaphragms; 5 - reinforcing cage
STRENGTHENING OF THE STRIP FOUNDATIONS BY TRANSFERRING THE LOAD TO PILES

TRANSFERING OF LOAD FROM WALL TO CAST-IN-PLACE PILES

1 - foundation under strengthening; 2 - longitudinal metal beams; 3 - lateral metal beams; 4 - cement-sand mortar; 5 - cast-in-place piles; 6 - reinforced concrete stud around piles; 7 - brick wall

TRANSFERING OF FOUNDATION LOAD TO JACKED REINFORCED CONCRETE PILES

1 - foundation under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke placed along foundation perimeter; 3 - jacked piles; 4 - concrete spalled surface; 5 - principle reinforcement of existing foundation; 6 - strengthening reinforcement welded to principle reinforcement of existing foundation; 7 - pile protruding bars; 8 - column; 9,10 - soft and firm soil respectively

TRANSFERING OF LOAD FROM WALL TO SHORT DRIVEN PILES

1 - existing strip foundation; 2 - short driven reinforced concrete piles (3 to 4.5m long); 3 - reinforced concrete yoke; 4 - basic principle reinforcement; 5 - hole made in joints between foundation blocks; 6 - brick wall

TRANSFERING OF LOAD FROM WALL TO SEGMENTAL REINFORCED CONCRETE PILES SUNK BY JACKING

1 - existing foundation; 2 - segmental pile links; 3 - reinforced concrete beam; 4 - reinforced concrete elongation in the form of post; 5 - metal tension bars; 6 - metal plates; 7 - spalled surface of foundation plate; 8 - pile butt
STRENGTHENING OF PAD FOUNDATIONS BY TRANSFERING THE LOAD TO PILES

TRANSFERING OF FOUNDATION LOAD TO BORED PILES

1 - foundation under strengthening; 2 - bored piles; 3 - reinforced concrete yoke; 4 - surface prepared for concreting (hacked, spalled, cleaned down); 5 - principle reinforcement of existing foundation (to be welded to strengthening reinforcement); 6 - strengthening reinforcement; 7 - column

TRANSFERING OF FOUNDATION LOAD TO JACKED SEGMENTAL REINFORCED CONCRETE PILES

1 - pad foundation under strengthening; 2 - links of segmental reinforced concrete piles; 3 - pile butts; 4 - hydraulic jack; 5 - metal pad; 6 - bore pit; 7 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete plate (to be arranged sectionally after pile jacking); 8 - column

ARRANGEMENT OF BORE INJECTED PILES IN CASE OF EMERGENCY SETTLEMENT

1 - existing foundations; 2 - bored injected piles; 3 - soft hard pressed soil; 4 - firm soils; 5 - driven piles

TRANSFERING OF LOAD FROM WALL TO BORE INJECTION PILES

1 - existing foundation; 2 - bore injected piles; 3 - brick wall; 4 - basement floor

SEPARATE LINK JACKING OF METAL TUBE PILES

1 - reinforced concrete foundation under strengthening; 2 - metal tube links 50 mm long; 3 - welding; 4 - hydraulic jacks; 5 - basement floor mark; 6 - filled soil; 7 - soft plastic clay; 8 - mud soil; 9 - lean clay; 10 - brick wall

TRANSFERING OF LOAD FROM COLUMN TO BORED PILES

1 - exists foundations; 2 - crack in foundation plate; 3 - metal beam welded to column principle reinforcement; 4 - cast-in-place re-inforced concrete stud; 5 - bored piles; 6 - column principle reinforcement; 7 - welding
STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATIONS BY TRANSFERING THE LOAD TO OUTRIGGED PILES

ARRANGEMENT OF OUTRIGGED BORED PILES

1 - existing unloading foundation; 2 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete beam; 3,4 - pull and compression piles respectively; 5,6 - pile foot marks; 7 - brick wall; 8 - filling; 9 - hydraulic seal; 10 - anchor

ARRANGEMENT OF OUTRIGGED DRIVEN PILES WITH REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS

1 - unloaded foundation; 2 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete beam; 3 - compression pile; 4 - pull pile (to be arranged with anchor encased in beam); 5 - reinforced concrete chord; 6 - anchor

ARRANGEMENT OF BORE INJECTED PILES IN CASE OF FLOOR LEVEL DEPRESSION IN BUILDINGS

1 - existing floor level; 2 - pad foundation position prior to floor level depression; 3 - bore injected piles arranged along the column perimeter (or from two opposite sides); 4 - position of new grillage on design level; 5 - new design position of floor; 6 - new portion of column (after its arrangement piles above grillage level and portion of existing pad foundation should be destructed)

INCREASING THE THICKNESS OF GRILLAGE SLAB PORTION IN CASE OF PILE STRUCTURE FAILURE

1 - foundation under strengthening; 2 - pile portions subjected to failure; 3 - pile portions not subjected to failure; 4 - boring sank for grillage and piles inspection; 5 - area for grouting with B-15 class concrete (for structural reasons A-II class or A-III class reinforcement is placed)

ARRANGEMENT OF OUTRIGGED BORED PILES WITH EXPANDED BASE

1 - unloaded foundation; 2 - metal beam; 3 - compression pile; 4 - pull pile; 5 - pile expansion; 6 - hole sealed with concrete; 7 - metal beam-stud; 8 - supporting angle; 9 - tunnel; 10 - sub-strut; 11 - stirrup; 12 - brick wall

ARRANGEMENT OF OUTRIGGED BORED PILES WITH ANCHORS

1 - existing unloaded foundation; 2 - metal beam; 3 - compression bored pile; 4 - angle metal beam-stud; 5 - hole sealed with concrete; 6 - reinforced concrete plate anchor with metal post; 7 - ballast; 8 - channel purlins; 9 - coupling bolts; 10 - tunnel; 11 - stirrup
USE OF PILES AND OTHER STRUCTURAL MEMBERS FOR STRENGTHENING THE FOUNDATIONS

SEGMENTAL PILE JACKING THROUGH HOLES IN REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

1- strip foundation under strengthening; 2- cast-in-place reinforced concrete slab; 3- hole in slab made in concreting the slab; 4- sections of segmental reinforced concrete pile; 5- long rod hydraulic jack; 6- metal stop; 7- anchor bolts; 8- brick wall

ARRANGEMENT OF OUTRIGGED BORED (DRIVEN) PILES

1- existing unloaded foundation; 2- metal beam; 3- compression bored pile; 4- pile- acting as anchor; 5- ballast; 6- channel purlins; 7- coupling bolts; 8- supporting angle; 9- metal substrut; 10- brick wall

TRANSFER OF PARTIAL LOAD FROM FLOOR TO PILES

1- existing foundation; 2- reinforced concrete metal floor above basement; 3- cast-in-place reinforced concrete beam; 4- column; 5- metal pads; 6- bored pile

ARRANGEMENT OF OUTRIGGED DRIVEN PILES WITH METAL BEAMS

1- unloaded foundation; 2- metal beam-studs; 3- pull pile; 4- compression pile; 5- stirrups; 6- longitudinal beams; 7- brick wall

ARRANGEMENT OF CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE DISKS IN CASE OF FLOOR LEVEL DEPRESSION IN BUILDINGS

1- pile foundation grillage; 2- driven reinforced concrete piles; 3- floor level prior to its depression; 4- floor level after its depression; 5- cast-in-place reinforced concrete disk forspace rigidity of structures; 6- disk fasteners; 7- brick enclosure wall

OUTRIGGING OF BUILDING COLUMN BY MEANS OF LEVER

1- outrigged metal column; 2- existing foundation; 3- segmental beam-lever for outrigging the column; 4- bored piles (two) placed near the existing foundation; 5- hydraulic jack; 6- support metal beams welded to column; 7- load of precast members; 8- anchor bolts
STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION PLATES

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE AROUND FOUNDATION HOUSING
1- plate under strengthening; 2- reinforced concrete column; 3- reinforced concrete foundation housing; 4- reinforced concrete yoke around column and column foundation housing; 5- yoke reinforcing cage; 6 - column protective concrete layer cut out in yoke zone; 7- housing and plate surfaces prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS ALONG COLUMN LINES
1- plate under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete column; 3 - reinforced concrete foundation housing; 4 - strengthening reinforced concrete beams; 5- reinforcing cages of strengthening beams; 6-reinforced concrete yoke around columns (supports for strengthening beams); 7- foundation housing and plate surfaces prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)

SPICING OF PLATE FROM ABOVE IN CASE OF SUFFICIENT SURFACE BOND
1- plate under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete column; 3-reinforced concrete foundation housing; 4- splice plate; 5- reinforcing fabric of splice plate; 6-reinforced concrete yoke around column and foundation housing; 7- yoke reinforcing cage; 8- column protective concrete layer cut out in yoke zone for key formation; 9- foundation housing and plate surfaces prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)

SPICING OF PLATE FROM ABOVE IN CASE OF INSUFFICIENT SURFACE BOND
1- plate under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete column; 3- reinforced concrete foundation housing; 4- splice plate; 5- reinforcing fabric of splice plate; 6-reinforced concrete yoke around column and foundation housing; 7- yoke reinforcing cage; 8- column protective concrete layer cut out in yoke zone for key formation; 9- foundation housing and plate surfaces prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL BEAMS ALONG COLUMN LINES
1- plate under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete column; 3-reinforced concrete foundation housing; 4- metal beams (double-tees); 5- reinforcing metal beams; 6-reinforced concrete yoke around columns; 7- angle upper stud; 8- angle lower stud; 9- angle sub-struts welded to upper and lower studs (lower stud should be preheated); 10 - mortar alining course under strengthening beam

TRANSFERING A PART OF THE LOAD FROM COLUMN TO PLATE
1 - plate under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete column; 3-reinforced concrete foundation housing; 4- metal beams (double-tees); 5- reinforcing metal beams; 6-reinforced concrete yoke around column; 7- angle upper stud; 8- angle lower stud; 9- angle sub-struts welded to upper and lower studs (lower stud should be preheated)
**STRENGTHENING OF STRIP GRILLAGES UNDER WALLS**

### SPLICING OF GRILLAGE FROM ABOVE


### SPLICING OF GRILLAGE FROM BELOW

1. Reinforced concrete pile; 2. Reinforced concrete grillage under strengthening; 3. Brick (concrete) wall put up before strengthening; 4. Reinforced concrete splice from below; 5. Vertical reinforcing cages of splice; 6. 10 mm diameter connecting rods (of class A-I reinforcement) spaced at 150 mm between piles; 7. Grillage surface prepared for concreting (cleanedowned and hacked); 8. Concrete cover cut out along the perimeter.

### ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETS JACKET FROM THE RILLAGE TOP


### ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETS JACKET FROM THE GRILLAGE BOTTOM


### ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETS JACKET FROM THE RILLAGE SIDES


### ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETS JACKET FROM THE GRILLAGE SIDES

**STRENGTHENING OF PILE-TO-GRILLAGE CONNECTIONS**

### ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE JACKET


### ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE


### ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE

1. Reinforced concrete single pile having no contact with grillage; 2. Reinforced concrete grillage; 3. Reinforced concrete splice at pile; 4. Later reinforcing fabrics; 5. Pile and grillage surface prepared for concreting (cleandowhed and hacked)

### POSITIONING OF ROLLED METAL SUPPORTING PROPS

1. Reinforced concrete pile displaced from final position; 2. Reinforced concrete grillage; 3. Double-tee supporting prop; 4. Channel prop support placed on mortar in cut out groove; 5. Coupling bolts; 6. Groove cut out in pile concrete cover for fixing the prop supports

### POSITIONING OF ROLLED METAL SUPPORTING POST-PROPS

1. Reinforced concrete pile displaced from final position; 2. Reinforced concrete grillage; 3. Channel supporting post; 4. Prop supporting sheet; 5. Prop side sheets; 6. Coupling bolts; 7. Anchor angle washers; 8. Prepared cement-sand contact zone (pile should be hacked; channel is metal springled by welding)

### ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE

CONSTRUCTION OF FOUNDATIONS VERY CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDINGS

FOUNDATIONS OF ATTACHED BUILDING WITH THE SAME BASE SINKING DEPTH AS THAT OF EXISTING BUILDING FOUNDATION

1 - existing building foundation; 2 - attached building foundation (strip or pad); 3 - separation enclosing sheeting (sinking depth is taken according design or calculation); 4 - centre line of settlement joint d/0 and l are taken as follows:

- When \( P_1 \approx P_2 \) and \( b_1 \approx b_2 \) then \( d_0 = 2\pi l + 1.64b \)
- (according to A.V. Pilyagin and V.E. Glushkov for rigid foundations)

\[ l \geq b_2 \]

ADJOINING OF STRIP FOUNDATIONS TO EXISTING BUILDING

1 - foundations of existing building; 2 - foundation of attached building; 3 - separate enclosing sheeting; 4 - anchor

When \( P_2 \approx P_3 \) and \( b_2 \approx b_3 \), \( d_0 \) value can be determined according to A.V. Pilyagin and V.E. Glushkov:

\[ d_0 = 2.37l + 1.9b \] - for flexible foundations

\[ d_0 = 2.87l + 1.64b \] - for rigid foundations

Assume difference: \( \Delta d = l(\tan \phi + c/P) \)

FOUNDATIONS OF ATTACHED BUILDING WITH THE SAME BASE SINKING DEPTH DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF EXISTING BUILDING FOUNDATION

1 - existing building foundation; 2 - attached building foundation; 3 - rebate when \( P_1 \approx P_2 \) and \( b_1 \approx b_2 \) then \( d_0 = 2.87l + 1.64b \)

(according to A.V. Pilyagin and V.E. Glushkov for rigid foundations) \( l \leq h_2 \)

Assume difference: \( \Delta d = l(\tan \phi + c/P) \)
LAYING OF NEW FOUNDATIONS CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDINGS

FOUNDATIONS OF ATTACHED BUILDING WITH THE SAME BASE SINKING DEPTH DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF EXISTING BUILDING FOUNDATION

1 - existing building foundation; 2 - attached building foundation (strip or cast-in-place); 3 - separation enclosing sheeting (sinking depth is taken according to design or calculation); 4 - centre line of settlement joint d/0 and l are taken as follows:
when \( b/1 < b/2 \) then \( l \leq b/1 \)
when \( b/2 < b/1 \) then \( l \leq b/2/2 \)

ADJOINING OF LONGITUDINAL BEARING WALL STRIP FOUNDATIONS TO EXISTING BUILDING

1 - existing foundation; 2 - enclosure wall; 3 - longitudinal bearing wall; 4 - foundation wall portion with cast-in-place reinforced concrete cantilever; 5 - clearance; 6 - cast in-place reinforced concrete beam; 7 - foundation plate portion; 8 - rebate

ADJOINING OF STRIP FOUNDATIONS TO EXISTING BUILDING

1 - existing foundation; 2 - enclosure cross wall; 3 - longitudinal bearing wall; 4 - foundation wall portion with cantilever; 5 - remained part of old building; 6 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete beam; 7 - foundation plate portion; 8 - rebate

ADJOINING OF STRIP FOUNDATIONS TO EXISTING BUILDING

1 - existing foundation; 2 - bearing walls; 3 - longitudinal non-bearing wall; 4 - cantilevered portion of longitudinal foundation wall; 5 - clearance; 6 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete beam; 7 - lateral strip foundation; 8 - rebate

ADJOINING OF PILED FOUNDATIONS CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDING

1 - existing foundation; 2 - enclosure wall of attached building; 3 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete grillage of attached building; 4 - pile; 5 - technological (lost) enclosing sheeting

ADJOINING OF PILED FOUNDATIONS CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDING

1 - existing foundation; 2 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete grillage with the cantilever of attached building; 3 - bored piles; 4 - bearing enclosure wall; 5 - technological (lost) rebats;
LAYING OF FOUNDATIONS CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDINGS

ADJOINING OF STRIP FOUNDATIONS TO EXISTING BUILDING
1 - existing pad foundation; 2 - strip foundation of attached building; 3 - metal beams spanning the strip foundation opening; 4 - column

ADJOINING OF ATTACHED BUILDING WALL TO EXISTING BUILDING
1 - existing pad foundation; 2 - brick wall of attached building; 3 - reinforced concrete beams (cast-in-place or precast); 4 - air clearance

ADJOINING OF PILED FOUNDATIONS CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDING
1 - existing foundation; 2 - driven piles; 3 - bored piles; 4 - expanded portion of grillage; 5 - enclosure wall structure

ADJOINING OF PILED FOUNDATIONS CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDING
1 - existing foundation; 2 - driven piles; 3 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete grillage with the cantilever of attached building; 4 - joggle in brick wall of existing building; 5 - air clearance

ADJOINING OF PILED FOUNDATIONS CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDING
1 - existing foundation; 2 - driven piles; 3 - grillage; 4 - cantilevered portion of grillage; 5 - enclosure wall structure; 6 - air clearance

ADJOINING OF PILED FOUNDATIONS CLOSE TO EXISTING BUILDING
1 - existing foundation; 2 - enclosure wall; 3 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete beams; 4 - cantilevered portion of foundation wall; 5 - bored pile with extended base
SHORING OF EXCAVATION WALLS IN CASE OF BUILDING OPERATIONS NEAR EXISTING STRUCTURES

BACK PROP SHORING OF TRENCH AND PIT VERTICAL WALLS

1- trench out near the existing building; 2 - foundation of the functioning building; 3 - wooden back prop; 4 - anchor; 5 - 150x150 mm square-sawn timber posts; 6 - 50x50 mm square-sawn timber planks; 7 - 50 to 60mm thick boards

CANTILEVER-THRUST SHORING OF TRENCH VERTICAL BALLS

1- trench cut near the existing building; 2 - foundation of the functioning building; 3 - cantilever-thrust shoring of walls of metal posts and boards (can be done by means of wooden or metal sheets; 4 - screw diagonals; 5 - 50 to 60 mm thick boards; 6 - double-tee section metal posts

ANCHOR SHORING OF TRENCH AND PIT VERTICAL WALLS

1- trench cut near the existing building; 2 - foundation of the functioning building; 3 - anchor shoring of walls of reinforced concrete driven piles (can be done by means of metal standard rebate, cast-in-place piles and other members); 4 - anchor; 5 - metal tie; 6 - driven square-sawn timber piles, 7 - metal channel beam

SHORING OF EXCAVATION WALLS IN CASE OF BUILDING OPERATION NEAR THE EXISTING STRUCTURES

1- cantilever shoring of trench and pit vertical walls; 2- excavation near the existing building (trench or pit); 3 - cantilever - rebate-metal-wooden shoring system (of driven or cast-in-place reinforced concrete piles, wood, metal standard rebate); 4 - double tee section metal posts; 5 - 50 to 60 mm thick boards
SHORING OF EXCAVATION WALLS IN CASE OF BUILDING OPERATIONS NEAR THE EXISTING STRUCTURES

STABILIZATION OF SOIL FOR ARRANGEMENT OF TRENCH AND PIT VERTICAL WALLS

1- area of stabilized soil (by means of silicatization, cementation, alkalinization and other physico-chemical methods); 2- injectors for pressure feeding the hardening solution into soil; 3- direction of hardening solution distribution; 4- excavation near the underground structures of existing building (trench or pit) made after soil stabilization; 5- foundation of the functioning building; 6- surface potentially subjected to loss of bed stability; 7- excavation bottom mark

SHORING OF EXCAVATION VERTICAL WALLS BY GUNITING

1- pit made in narrow space; 2- foundations of functioning buildings; 3- caisson; 4- excavated soil surface

ARRANGEMENT OF PIT VERTICAL WALLS BY MEANS OF CAISSON

1- excavation near the existing building (trench or pit); 2- foundation of the functioning building; 3- gunite vertical wall (spraying of concrete under pressure); 4- reinforcing steel rods (soil nails); 5- concrete surface; 6- metal mesh with 150x150 mm cells welded to reinforcing steel rods

COMPOSITE SHORING OF PIT AND TRENCH VERTICAL WALLS

1- excavation near the existing building (trench or pit); 2- foundation of the functioning building; 3- excavation composite wall made of bored pile and gunite; 4- bored piles; 5- gunite surface; 6- bored pile reinforcement; 7- metal mesh with 150x150 mm cells welded to bored pile reinforcement (during excavation work pile reinforcement is exposed)
SLOPE PROTECTION BY MEANS OF RETAINING WALLS IN CASE OF DEPRESSED GRADING SURFACE IN WALLS OF LONG OPERATING BUILDINGS

ERECTION OF BLOCK RETAINING WALL

1 - precast concrete (reinforced concrete) blocks retaining wall; 2 - compacted gravel-sand mix bed; 3 - hard cover; 4 - wall of the long operating building; 5 - slope grading surface prior to its depression

ERECTION OF SOLID (GRAVITATION) RETAINING WALL

1 - retaining wall made of cement-sand mortar rubble masonry (or cast-in-place concrete); 2 - compacted gravel-sand mix bed; 3 - local soil backfill; 4 - hard cover; 5 - finishing coat; 6 - wall of the long operating building; 7 - slope grading surface prior to its depression

ERECTION OF CANTILIVER RETAINING WALL

1 - reinforced concrete; 2 - compacted gravel-sand mix (or lean concrete) bed; 3 - local soil backfill; 4 - hard cover; 5 - finishing coat; 6 - wall of the long operating building; 7 - slope grading surface prior to its depression

ERECTION OF RETAINING WALL WITH RELIEVING ELEMENTS

1 - reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - compacted gravel-sand mix (or lean concrete) bed; 3 - local soil backfill; 4 - relieving elements reinforcing the fill (layers of geotextile - a strong synthetic material); 5 - anchor reinforced concrete uplift slabs; 6 - finishing coat; 7 - wall of long operating building; 8 - slope grading surface prior to its depression

ERECTION OF ANCHOR RETAINING WALL

1 - reinforced concrete; 2 - compacted gravel-sand mix (or lean concrete) bed; 3 - anchor reinforced concrete uplift slabs; 4 - anchor steel tie-rods; 5 - metal plates; 6 - local soil backfill; 7 - finishing cover; 8 - hard cover; 9 - wall of long operating building; 10 - slope grading surface prior to its depression

ERECTION OF CANTILIVER RETAINING WALL

1 - reinforced concrete; 2 - compacted gravel-sand mix (or lean concrete) bed; 3 - local soil backfill; 4 - hard cover; 5 - finishing coat; 6 - wall of long operating building; 7 - slope grading surface prior to its depression
**PILE DRIVING CLOSE TO FUNCTIONING BUILDINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safe distances between the driven pile and the functioning buildings that do not cause deformation, or damage in members and units of the buildings</th>
<th>SAFETY MEASURES TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN PILE DRIVING NEAR THE FUNCTION BUILDINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Safe distances (in metres) with the account of type of building and the pile section or diameter (in centimeter)** | 1. Before starting pile driving close to functioning buildings (with distances shorter than those listed in the Table) it is recommend to examine the technical state of members and units of the building (including foundations), determine the loads acting on them, study the maintenance conditions of the building, engineering geological conditions of building site and summarize the experience of construction work in the given area. In case of unsatisfactory condition of main building members and units it is necessary to do work on their strengthening, repair and restoration.  
2. When the distance is less than safe, constant observation of the technical state of building members and units should be made. For this purpose furrings, settlement markers, levels, theodolites and other devices and instruments are used. In cases when deformations in members and units exceed the allowable values (cracks, displacements, spellings, foundation settlements and others) pile driving should be stopped and measures should be taken to eliminate failures.  
3. Settlement markers and furrings are usually placed on a part of the functioning building which is the nearest to pile driving (external walls, foundations, columns, etc.). Observation of building members state is made after each pile loading.  
To decrease the dynamic influence on the functioning building members and units, caused by pile driving, the following measures can be taken:  
- decrease in driven pile cross section and length;  
- decrease in fall height of pile driving hammer striker;  
- arrangement of enclosure sheeting, trench or pit in the area between the driven piles mid the functioning building;  
- sinking and driving of piles through leading bores (this is of special effect in packed and heterogeneous soils);  
- sinking and driving of piles with washing away of sandy soils;  
- use of electroosmose method in driving the piles in dust-clay soils;  
- sinking (driving) of piles in thixotrop jacket;  
- use of other methods of sinking, and driving the piles (jacking, driving by vibration, bored and bore injected piles) |
| **BED SOILS** |  |
| Brick and block buildings with various depth of foundation bed sinking | Brick, reinforced concrete framed and panel buildings | Framed steel and cast-in-place concrete buildings |  |
| Brick, reinforced concrete framed and panel buildings | Framed steel and cast-in-place concrete buildings |  |
| **CLAYS AND LOAMS** |  |
| *hard and semihard* |  |
| tight plastic |  |
| soft plastic |  |
| fluid plastic |  |
| **SANDS** |  |
| coarse-grained and medium- grained |  |
| fine-grained dense |  |
| dust sand |  |
| **PLASTIC AND LOAM** |  |
| 30x30 | 40x40 | Ø50 | 30x30 | 40x40 | Ø50 | 30x30 | 40x40 | Ø50 |
| 18 | 18 | 20 | 12 | 12 | 14 | 7 | 9 | 11 |
| 10 | 11 | 13 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
| 6 | 7 | 8 | 3 | 3 | 4 | 2 | 2 | 3 |
| 3 | 3,5 | 4 | 3 | 3 | 4 | 2 | 2 | 3 |
| 3 | 3 | 4 | 2 | 2 | 3 | 2 | 2 | 3 |
| 3 | 3 | 3 | 2 | 2 | 3 | 2 | 2 | 3 |
| 13 | 14 | 16 | 13 | 14 | 16 | 6 | 6 | 8 |
| 10 | 11 | 12 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 5 | 5 | 7 |

Notes: For types of buildings not indicated in the Table and for piles of other sections (diameters) as well as in cases when there are vibration sensitive instruments and devices in the buildings, safe distances are determined with the account of technical state of building members and units and the results of observing their deformation in driving the piles.
ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE CORES

1 - concrete or reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - toothing in the wall spaced at 1.5 to 2.0 m; 3 - expansion in toothing for key formation; 4 - reinforced concrete core; 5 - reinforcing cage

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE IN COMPRESSED ZONE

1 - concrete or reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - reinforced concrete splice in compressed zone; 3 - reinforcing fabric tied to anchors; 4 - 10 to 14 mm diameter reinforcing periodic profile steel anchors (to be fixed on cement-sand mortar); 5 - 12 to 16 mm diameter holes drilled to the depth of 100 to 150 mm; 6 - retaining wall surface prepared for concreting

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE IN STRETCHED ZONE

1 - concrete or reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - reinforced concrete splice in stretched zone; 3 - fabrics principle reinforcement; 4 - periodic profile reinforcement anchors set on mortar; 5 - holes drilled in retaining wall; 6 - wall surface prepared for concreting

ARRANGEMENT OF COUNTERFORTS

1 - reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - reinforced concrete counterforts; 3 - reinforcing cage; 4 - periodical profile reinforcement anchors; 5 - hole in the wall (to be caulked by mortar after fixing the anchor)

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE IN CASE OF SIMULTANEOUS WALL AND BEARING SLAB STRENGTHENING

1 - concrete or reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - wall bearing slab; 3 - reinforced concrete splice in stretched zone; 4 - reinforcing fabric; 5 - wall surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE IN COMPRESSED ZONE

1 - concrete or reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - concrete splice in compressed zone; 3 - recesses made is retaining wall; 4 - retaining wall surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)
STRENGTHENING OF RETAINING WALLS

ARRANGEMENT OF PROTECTIVE SHEETING

1 - reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - protective sheeting

ARRANGEMENT OF BALANCING TRENCH

1 - reinforced concrete relieving wall; 2 - balancing trench filled with soil; 3 - ash or slag filling

ARRANGEMENT OF RELIEVING PLATFORMS

1 - reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - relieving platform; 3 - recess in the wall (without cutting out the reinforcement); 4 - reinforcing fabric (to be bent into recesses); 5 - reinforcing steel suspenders protected from corrosion; 6 - anchors set on the cement-sand mortar into drilled holes

ARRANGEMENT OF STAY RODS

1 - reinforced concrete retaining wall; 2 - reinforcing steel stay rod; 3 - turnbuckle; 4 - anchor pile; 5 - supporting plate washer; 6 - hole in the wall (to be filled with mortar after fixing the stay rod); 7 - stay rod concreted after its tensioning

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE

1 - concrete block retaining wall; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke; 3 - reinforcing fabrics tied to anchors; 4 - anchors set in joints between blocks; 5 - block surfaces prepared for concreting
STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION BEDS

ARRANGEMENT OF SHEETING FOR PREVENTION OF FOUNDATION STABILITY LOSS

1 - foundation foot mark; 2 - foundation trench close to the building; 3 - foundation trench bottom mark; 4 - slip surface in case of foundation stability loss; 5 - cracks in building walls; 6 - sheeting

WAYS OF SOIL CHEMICAL STABILIZATION BY INJECTING MORTAR INTO FOUNDATION BED (CEMENTING, BITUMINOUS GROUTING, SILICAHIZATION, TARRING AND OTHERS)

1 - existing foundation; 2 - injectors sunk from bed surface; 3 - stabilised soil; 4 - direction of stabilizing mortar spreading

ARRANGEMENT OF SAND PILES FOR DEEP BED COMPACTION

1 - existing foundations; 2 - sand piles; 3 - compaction zones; 4 - filling soil; 5 - turf; 6 - brick walls

ARRANGEMENT OF DENSILY SPACED BORED PILES

1 - existing foundation; 2 - brick wall; 3 - bored piles; 4 - soil compaction zone

THERMAL STABILISATION OF SOIL

1 - existing foundation; 2 - holes; 3 - tipped nozzle; 4 - flame; 5 - stabilised soil; 6 - fuel distributing tube

ELECTROCHEMICAL STABILIZATION OF WATERSATURATED, CLAY, SILTY SOILS (ELECTROSILICATIZATION, ELECTROLYTE TREATMENT, ELECTROOSMOSIS COMPACTION)

1 - existing foundation; 2 - injector-electrodes (or rods of electrode) sank from surface; 3 - stabilized soil mass; 4 - other position of injector-electrodes (or rods of electrode); 5 - brick wall; 6 - broken up pit cavity of foundation
STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION BEDS

ARRANGEMENT OF SECANT WELLS BY "WALL IN SOIL" METHOD FOR INCREASING THE FOUNDATION BED BEARING CAPACITY
1 - existing foundation; 2 - secant wells arranged by "wall in soil" method; 3 - inclined anchors; 4 - brick wall; 5 - foundation trench bottom mark

ARRANGEMENT OF SHEETINGS FOR INCREASING THE FOUNDATION BED BEARING CAPACITY
1 - existing foundation; 2 - metal sheetings; 3 - bearing course (soft soil); 4 - base course (firm soil); 5 - brick wall

ARRANGEMENT OF GROUT CURTAINS FOR FOUNDATION BED PROTECTION FROM SUBMERGENCE AND FOR INCREASING THE BED STRENGTH
1 - existing foundation; 2 - trench-type grout curtain arranged by "wall in soil" method and filled with clay-cement mix; 3, 4 - depression curve before and after grout curtain arrangement respectively; 5 - water level in basin

STRENGTHENING OF PAD FOUNDATION BY DREDGING WELL ERECTION
1 - foundation under strengthening; 2 - dredging well with sharpened outer part of blade; 3 - pressed bed (soft soil); 4 - gravel-sand mix or other material filling along external perimeter of dredging well sails; 5 - firm soil; 6 - column

ARRANGEMENT OF SHEETING FOR SOIL BULGING PREVENTION
1 - existing foundation; 2 - steel sheeting; 3 - slip surface in soil bulging out of foundation foot; 4 - basement floor

FREEZING OF SATURATED CLAY SOIL (FORMATION OF ICESOIL WALLS)
1 - freezing installation; 2 - hermetic freezing columns; 3 - frozen soil watertight icesoil walls; 4 - saturated silty; 5 - clay soil acting as confining bed; 6 - excavated pit; 7 - erected building contours
STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION BEDS

ARRANGEMENT OF SHEETING FOR PREVENTION OF IRREGULAR FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT

1 - foundation (rubble) of existing building; 2 - precast reinforced concrete foundation of erected building; 3 - separating sheeting; 4 - settlement joint axe

WAYS OF SOIL CHEMICAL STABILIZATION BY INJECTING MORTAR INTO FOUNDATION BED (CEMENTING, BITUMINOUS GROUTING, SILICAIZATION, TARRING AND OTHERS)

1 - existing foundations; 2 - technological pits; 3 - injectors sunk from pits horizontally; 4 - directions of injectors sinking; 5 - stabilised soil; 6 - facilities for technological equipment

STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION BED BY MEANS OF HYDROJET TECHNIQUE WITH FORMATION OF CEMENT-SOIL PILES

1 - existing foundation; 2 - cement-soil piles spaced at 0.5 to 1.2m and less; 3 - silty, peat, dust, clay soil bed to be strengthened; 4 - jet monitor for feeding highhead water jet and cement mortar; 5 - leading bore hole; 6 - soil destruction by water under pressure; 7 - cement-mortar feed; 8 - rod; 9 - direction of pipeline feed of water and cement mortar; 10 - 15 MPa;

STRENGTHENING OF FOUNDATION BED BY MEANS OF HYDROJET TECHNIQUE WITH FORMATION OF RING YOKE

1 - existing foundation; 2 - ring cement-sand yoke for decreasing foundation settlement and for increasing foundation bearing capacity (to be made of cement or silty-cement mortar); 3 - silty, peat, dust or clay soil bed under strengthening; 4 - borehole contours; 5 - slot filled with mortar; 6 - jet monitor for feeding highhead water and cement mortar; 7 - nozzle for water feeding

STRENGTHENING OF DUST CLAY SOIL FOUNDATION BED BY HIGH-HEAD INJECTION OF CEMENT, SILTY-CEMENT, CEMENT-SAND MORTAR

1 - existing foundation; 2 - vertical shaft; 3 - horizontal wells; 4 - injector for cement, silty-cement or cement-sand mortar feed under high pressure (up to 10MPa); 5 - collars to maintain high pressure; 6 - direction of stabilized mortar flow; 7 - contours of stabilized soil

STRENGTHENING OF WATERSATURATED CLAY SOIL FOUNDATION BED BY MEANS OF ALKALIZATION

1 - existing foundation; 2 - injector sunk from surface to feed alkali solution into soil (concentration- 7.5, density- 1.27 gr/cm³); 3 - zone of stabilized soil; 4 - direction of alkali distribution in soil mass
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE
WITH INDIRECT REINFORCING

1 - column under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke; 3 - longitudinal reinforcement of yoke; 4 - lateral indirect reinforcement of yoke; 5 - column surface prepared for concreting (cleaned down end hacked)

SETTING OF ONE-SIDED STRUTS

1 - column under strengthening; 2 - angle and plank strut; 3 - stressing assembling bolts; 4 - scabs to be welded after fitting the strut; 5 - supporting angles; 6 - fastening angles; 7 - fastening assembling bolts; 8 - fastening rods replacing assembling bolts; 9 - notch in angle side flange to its bend point (should be welded by cover plate after fitting the angle)

SETTING OF DOUBLE-SIDED STRUTS

a) assembly period

1 - column under strengthening; 2 - angle and plank struts; 3 - stressing assembling bolts; 4 - scabs to be welded after fitting the struts; 5 - support members; 6 - cover plates welded onto strut angle flange cutouts

b) final position

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE

1 - column under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke; 3 - longitudinal reinforcement; 4 - stirrups
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - yoke angles; 3 - yoke planks; 4 - plastering on mesh

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPlicing
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete splice; 3 - longitudinal reinforcement; 4 - stirrups; 5 - additional bent reinforcing bars; 6 - prepared column surface

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE JACKET
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete jacket; 3 - longitudinal reinforcement; 4 - stirrups; 5 - prepared column; 6 - surface (hacked and cleaned down) work

SETTING OF SIDE RELIEVING MEMBERS
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - wall; 3 - clearance between wall and column; 4 - roof beam; 5 - side relieving channel members; 6 - scabs; 7 - supporting plate placed on mortar addition; 8 - supporting channel web with stiffening ribs; 9 - plate-wedges engaging relieving members into work

SETTING OF ATTACHED RELIEVING POSTS
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - roof beam attached relieving channel post; 3 - supporting plates; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - angle washer; 6 - sheet of band; 7 - supporting angle of band; 8 - plate-wedges engaging relieving posts into work

POSITIONING OF RELIEVING POSTS
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - relieving rolled metal post (pipe, channel, double tee); 3 - post lower support (base); 4 - post upper support (channel); 5 - items engaging posts into work (wedges, etc)
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED STRENGTHENING MEMBERS
1 - column roof stanchion under strengthening; 2 - prestressed elements; 3 - head; 4 - column cantilever; 5 - pads; 6 - struts; 7 - tightening devices

WELDING OF METAL ANGLES TO COLUMN PRINCIPLE REINFORCEMENT
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - column principle reinforcement; 3 - short reinforcing rods 100 mm long welded to principle reinforcement (diameter is set according to position); 4 - metal plates welded to short reinforcing rods; 5 - protective concrete layer cut out in places of short rods welding; 6 - angles welded to plates; 7 - cavities to be filled with mortar

SETTING OF METAL ANGLES AND SHEET YOKES
1 - column roof stanchion under strengthening with cutout for traveling crane; 2 - yoke angles; 3 - yoke sheet; 4 - cross planks of yoke; 5 - travelling crane

SETTING OF METAL YOKES IN CASE OF ADJACENT WALLS
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - adjacent walls; 3 - yoke angles; 4 - cross planks of yoke; 5 - cross planks of yoke driven into joints between wall and column; 6 - plastering on mesh

SETTING OF SUB-STRUTS
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - supporting stirrup for sub-strut fixing; 3 - sub-strut increasing column rigidity; 4 - sub-strut foundation; 5 - tie bar

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED STIRRUPS
1 - column under strengthening; 2 - longitudinal angles of yoke placed on mortar and temporarily damped; 3 - prestressed cross planks (should be welded to angles after heating to 200-250°C); 4 - plastering on mesh
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMN CANTILEVERS

SETTING OF VERTICAL PLATES BY MEANS OF WELDING
1 - cantilever under strengthening; 2 - cross-bars; 3 - column cast-in item; 4 - cross-bar cast-in items; 5 - steel plates welded to cross-bar and column cast-in items; 6 - metal plates for wedging out; 7 - welding

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE-STIRRUPS
1 - cantilever under strengthening; 2 - cross-bars; 3 - reinforced concrete yoke-stirrup; 4 - horizontal closed reinforcement of yoke; 5 - protective concrete layer cut out in portion of column for yoke arrangement

POSITIONING OF SUPPORTING CHANNEL PROPS
1 - cantilever under strengthening; 2 - cross-bars; 3 - channel prop; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - channel prop supports welded to exposed principle reinforcement of column; 6 - coupling bolts; 7 - exposed principle reinforcement of column; 8 - plate-wedges engaging the props into work; 9 - welding

SETTING OF MUTUALLY TIGHTENING TENSION BARS
1 - cantilever under strengthening; 2 - cross-bars; 3 - upper short yoke made of angles; 4 - lower support; 5 - horizontal fringing stirrup; 6 - mutually tightening tension bars; 7 - band; 8 - welding

SETTING OF HORIZONTAL TENSION BARS
1 - cantilever under strengthening; 2 - cross-bars; 3 - prestressed tension bars; 4 - nuts; 5 - channel beams; 6 - plank-washers for tension bars fastening

SETTING OF SLOPING TENSION BARS
1 - cantilever under strengthening; 2 - cross-bars; 3 - prestressed tension bars; 4 - nuts; 5 - lower support from plates; 6 - upper support from rods and plates; 7 - sloping washers
SPLICING OF COLUMN HOUSING WALLS BY REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE

1 - column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3 - reinforced concrete yoke of housing walls splice; 4 - lateral reinforcement of splice; 5 - periodical profile vertical reinforcement placed on mortar in drilled holes; 6 - column and column foundation housing surface prepared for concreting (clean downed and hacked)

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE PILLED WITH CONCRETE (FILLING)

1 - column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3 - strengthening metal yoke of splice; 4 - yoke longitudinal angles placed on column foundation housing by means of mortar; 5 - yoke cross planks; 6 - grouting concrete; 7 - column and column foundation housing surface prepared to concreting (cleandowned and hacked)

SPLICING OF COLUMN HOUSING WALLS BY METAL YOKE

1 - column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3 - metal sheet yoke of housing wall splice welded to exposed reinforcement of column; 4 - reinforcing short rods; 5 - supporting slab placed on mortar addition; 6 - stiffening ribs; 7 - anchor bolts

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE

1 - column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3 - metal yoke on column; 4 - metal yoke on column foundation housing; 5 - welded steel plates placed between yokes; 6 - yoke longitudinal angles placed on mortar; 7 - yoke cross planks after heating to 200°C welded to

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKES

1 - column foundation housing; 2 - column; 3 - strengthening reinforced concrete yoke; 4 - lateral reinforcing fabric of yoke; 5 - vertical reinforcing rods of yoke; 6 - column and column foundation housing surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked)
## Strengthening of Joints Between Reinforced Concrete Cross-bars and Columns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Achieving of Cross-bar-to-column Rigid Joint When Protruding Rods Have No More Than 50 mm Difference in Length Vertical Plane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 49 | ![Diagram 1](image1.png)  

1 - cross-bar; 2 - column; 3 - cross-bar protruding rods; 4 - butt reinforcing inserts; 5 - butt welding; 6 - anchor stirrups; 7 - angle washers; 8 - concrete grout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Achieving of Cross-bar-to-column Rigid Joint in the Absence of Opportunity to Use Column Protruding Rods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 49 | ![Diagram 2](image2.png)  

1 - cross-bar; 2 - column; 3 - cross-bar protruding rods; 4 - horizontal sheet; 5 - stirrup-tension bar; 6 - butt reinforcing inserts; 7 - cut out concrete cover; 8 - concrete grout; 9 - column exposed reinforcement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Achieving of Cross-bar-to-column Rigid Joint in the Absence of Protruding to Use Column Protruding Rods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 49 | ![Diagram 3](image3.png)  

1 - cross-bar; 2 - column; 3 - cross-bar protruding rods; 4 - horizontal sheet; 5 - plank-tension bar; 6 - butt reinforcing inserts; 7 - anchor ribs; 8 - cut out concrete cover; 9 - concrete grout; 10 - column exposed reinforcement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Achieving of Cross-bar-to-column Rigid Joints by Welding the Additional Cover Plates and by Wedging Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 49 | ![Diagram 4](image4.png)  

1 - cross-bar; 2 - column; 3 - cross-bar cast-in items; 4 - column cast-in items; 5 - butt cover plate ("fish"); 6 - additional butt cover plate; 7 - joint between cantilever and cross-bar wedges out by metal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Achieving of Cross-bar-to-column Rigid Joint When Column Protruding Rods Are Not Long Enough</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 49 | ![Diagram 5](image5.png)  

1 - cross bar; 2 - column; 3 - cross-bar protruding rods; 4 - column protruding rods; 5 - horizontal sheet; 6 - anchor rib; 7 - plate-tension bar; 8 - butt reinforcing inserts; 9 - cut out concrete cover; 10 - column exposed reinforcement; 11 - concrete grout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Achieving of Cross-bar-to-column Rigid Joint in the Absence of Length Coincidence in Protruding Rods in Horizontal Plane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 49 | ![Diagram 6](image6.png)  

1 - cross-bar; 2 - column; 3 - cross-bar protruding rods; 4 - column protruding rods; 5 - butt reinforcing inserts; 6 - butt welding; 7 - tie stirrups; 8 - concrete grout
### ATTACHMENT OF WALLS IN THE ABSENCE OF CAST-IN ITEMS IN COLUMNS AND WALL PANELS

1 - column; 2 - wall panels; 3 - interpanel joint; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - channel; 6 - plate-pads between wall and column; 7 - holes for bolts in the wall; 8 - groove cut out in wall panels (should be concreted after attachment of the walls); 9 - clearance between column and wall.

### HANGING OF WALL PANELS IN CONDITIONS OF COLUMN DISPLACEMENT

1 - column; 2 - hanging wall panels; 3 - strip glazing zone; 4 - groove on column surface cut deep to principle reinforcement; 5 - supporting prop sheet welded to column exposed reinforcement; 6 - supporting prop flange; 7 - stiffening ribs; 8 - coupling bolts; 9 - anchor angle.

### POSITIONING OF SUPPORTING PROPS UNDER HANGING PANELS

1 - column; 2 - wall panels; 3 - interpanel joint; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - channel; 6 - plate-pads between wall and column; 7 - holes for bolts in the wall; 8 - groove cut out in wall panels (should be concreted after attachment of the walls); 9 - clearance between column and wall.

---

### ATTACHMENT OF WALL PANELS TO COLUMNS IN THE ABSENCE OF CAST-IN ITEMS IN WALL PANELS

1 - column; 2 - wall panels; 3 - interpanel joint; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - channel; 6 - plate-pads between wall and column; 7 - holes for bolts in the wall; 8 - groove cut out in wall panels (should be concreted after attachment of the walls); 9 - clearance between column and wall; 10 - column cast-in item.
STRENGTHENING OF CONNECTION JOINTS OF LARGE PANEL BUILDING EXTERNAL WALLS

STRENGTHENING OF EXTERNAL NON-BEARING WALL PANEL - TO WALL PANEL CONNECTION JOINTS

1 - core floor slabs; 2 - external non-bearing panels; 3 - staircase wall panels; 4 - reinforcing steel tension bar; 5 - hole in the wall for tension bar; 6 - 150x150x100 mm recess in the wall; 7 - washer; 8 - warmth-keeper lagging (felt); 9 - hooks for tension bars suspension, 10 - plaster.

STRENGTHENING OF SUPPORT UNITS OF FLOOR SLABS ON EXTERNAL BEARING WALLS

1 - core floor slabs; 2 - external bearing wall panel; 3 - additional angle support for floor slabs; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - holes in the wall for bolts; 6 - recess in the wall; 7 - washer; 8 - warmth-keeper lagging (felt); 9 - plaster; 10 - M100 cement-sand mortar.

STRENGTHENING OF EXTERNAL BEARING WALL PANEL - TO - FLOOR PANEL CONNECTION JOINTS

1 - core floor slabs; 2 - external bearing wall panel; 3 - recess in the wall; 4 - hole in the wall for tension bar; 5 - reinforcing steel tension bar; 6 - washer; 7 - warmth keeper lagging (felt); 8 - plaster; 9 - M100 cement-sand mortar.

STRENGTHENING OF EXTERNAL NON-BEARING WALL PANEL - TO INTERNAL BEARING WALL PANEL CONNECTION JOINTS

1 - core floor slabs; 2 - external non-bearing panel; 3 - recess in the wall; 4 - hole in the wall for tension bar; 5 - reinforcing steel tension bar; 6 - washer; 7 - warmth-keeper lagging (felt); 8 - plaster; 9 - internal bearing con-crete wall panels; 10 - angles fixed to wall panels by coupling bolts; 11- coupling bolts; 12 - welding; 13- plaster.
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE MULTY-STOREY FRAMES

SETTING OF POSTS BETWEEN FLOOR CROSS-BARS

1 - frame cross-bars; 2 - frame columns; 3 - floor slabs; 4 - metal post between floor cross-bars (pipe, double-tee, channel or angle box); 5 - anchor devices for posts; 6 - holes for anchor

SETTING OF FRAMES

1 - frame cross-bars; 2 - frame columns; 3 - floor slabs; 4 - strengthening precast reinforced concrete or metal frame; 5 - tie; 6 - plate-wedges for engaging strengthening frame into work

SETTING OF SUB-DIAGONALS

1 - frame cross-bars; 2 - frame columns; 3 - floor slabs; 4 - strengthening reinforced concrete or metal sub-struts; 5 - tie rod welded to sub-struts after their engaging into work (thrust is performed by jacks); 6 - steel sheet; 7 - steel sheet pad on graphite lubrication

SETTING OF FLEXIBLE CROSS BRACINGS

1 - frame cross-bar; 2 - frame columns; 3 - floor slabs; 4 - flexible cross bracings; 5 - metal yoke-type anchor devices; 6 - turnbuckle; 7 - holes for anchor

SETTING OF SUB-STRUT

1 - frame cross-bars; 2 - frame columns; 3 - floor slabs; 4 - strengthening reinforced concrete or metal sub-struts; 5 - reinforced concrete yokes (supports for sub-struts); 6 - tension bars with couplings; 7 - steel sheet; 8 - steel sheet pad on graphite lubrication

SETTING OF TENSION BARS

1 - frame cross-bars; 2 - frame columns; 3 - floor slabs; 4 - tension bars; 5 - metal yoke-type anchor devices on columns; 6 - channel beam-type anchor
RESTORING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE CRANE BEAMS

REPAIRING OF CRANE RAILS FASTENING

1 - crane beam; 2 - crane rail; 3 - fastening bolts; 4 - bolt washers; 5 - clamp; 6 - elastic pad; 7 - elastic pad spacer

REPAIRING OF TOP EDGE SECTIONS OF BEAMS

1 - crane beams; 2 - damaged top sections of beams; 3 - restoring of damaged sections by mesh concreting; 4 - supporting metal plate set on mortar; 5 - side wall-limiters; 6 - spacer welded to supporting sheet (encased in the joint between beams); 7 - column; 8 - rails; 9 - rail junction

STRENGTHENING OF DAMAGED SUPPORTS IN THE ABSENCE OF CAST-IN ITEM IN COLUMN CANTILEVER

1 - crane beams; 2 - damaged supports of crane beams; 3 - column cantilever; 4 - prop sheet placed on mortar layer (beams should be uplifted); 5 - side fixing sheets; 6 - stiffening ribs; 7 - leveling mortar layer

STRENGTHENING OF DAMAGED SUPPORTS

1 - crane beams; 2 - damaged supports of crane beams; 3 - column cantilever; 4 - angle props; 5 - stiffening ribs; 6 - rib-rockers; 7 - cast-in item of column cantilever

RESTORING OF BEAM FLANGES FASTENING TO COLUMNS

1 - crane beam; 2 - column; 3 - cast-in items of crane beam; 4 - rib-ties; 5 - plates of restored cast-in item on column, placed on mortar; 6 - coupling bolts; 7 - groove cut in protective concrete layer of column

SETTING OF LEVELING SUPPORTING PADS

1 - crane beams; 2 - column cantilever; 3 - cast-in item of column cantilever; 4 - cast-in items of crane beams; 5 - set of leveling sheet pads (should be welded with each other, with cast-in items of beams and column cantilever)
STRENGTHENING OF CONCRETE WALL PANELS

ARRANGEMENT OF GLUED COVER PLATES OF REINFORCEMENT

1 - concrete panel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in panel; 3 - 3 to 5 mm diameter reinforcing rods; 4 - groove milled in concrete; 5 - protective structural polymer mortar

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL STRIP COVER PLATES

1 - concrete panel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in panel; 3 - metal strip cover plates; 4 - 14 mm diameter holes in slab; 5 - M12 bolts

METAL STRIP GLUEING

1 - concrete panel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in panel; 3 - metal sheet 1 to 2 mm thick; 4 - anchors 10 mm in diameter and 80 mm long; 5 - pockets drilled in concrete; 6 - polymer mortar; 7 - welding

GLASS CLOTH GLUEING

1 - concrete panel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in panel; 3 - glass cloth glued to protective constructional polymer mortar (several layers)

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL ANGLE COVER PLATES

1 - concrete panel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in panel; 3 - metal angles with holes; 4 - 14 mm diameter holes in panel; 5 - M12 bolts; 6 - additional finishing (plastering, sheathing, etc.)
STRENGTHENING OF BRICK WALLS

PLACING OF METAL COVER PLATES

1 - deformed building; 2 - cracks in walls; 3 - channel cover plates; 4 - metal cover plates; 5 - coupling bolts; 6 - joggle for cover plates filled with mortar; 7 - holes in walls for bolts (to be caulked by mortar after fastening the bolts)

ARRANGEMENT OF STRESSED CHORDS FROM THE INTERIOR OF THE BUILDING

1 - deformed building; 2 - steel tension bars with nuts; 3 - metal plates; 4 - tumbuckles; 5 - holes in walls to be grouted after fixing the tension bars; 6 - cracks in walls

ARRANGEMENT OF STRESSED CHORDS FROM THE EXTERIOR OF THE BUILDING

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE CHORDS

1 - reinforced concrete chords; 2 - scheme of reinforcement arrangement in the chord; 3 - metal anchor; 4 - reinforced concrete floor slab
STRENGTHENING OF BRICK WALLS

SETTING OF SINGLE-STOREY TIE-STRUTS

1 - walls; 2 - floors; 3 - rolled metal tie-struts (channel, double-tee, angle); 4 - threaded tension bar welded to tie-struts; 5 - washer; 6 - nut for tensioning; 7 - holes and recesses in walls (to be filled with cement-sand mortar after fixing tension bars and tie-struts)

SETTING OF METAL TENSION BARS

1 - building wall; 2 - covering; 3 - tension bars; 4 - holes in walls (to be filled with cement-sand mortar after fixing the tension bars); 5 - channel traverse; 6 - tension coupling; 7 - cracks in the wall

SETTING OF HORIZONTAL HAULAGES WITH ALIGNING ELEMENTS IN THE CORNERS

1 - walls under strengthening; 2 - I-shaped supporting members set in the building corners; 3 - aligning elements; 4 - distributing slabs; 5 - haulages

SETTING OF COUNTERFORTS

1 - walls deflected from vertical position; 2 - covering; 3 - brick or concrete counterforts; 4 - cracks in the wall

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - 10 to 14 mm diameter reinforcing rods; 3 - 10 mm diameter stirrup-ties; 4 - holes in the wall; 5 - reinforcing fabric tied to reinforcing rods; 6 - yoke concrete

ARRANGEMENT OF PRESTRESSED PLASTER YOKE

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - metal plates with holes for tension bars; 3 - tension bar-ties; 4 - holes in the wall for tension bars; 5 - reinforcing rods welded to plates and tied in pairs; 6 - cramps; 7 - reinforcing fabrics tied to rods; 8 - cement-sand mortar plastering
STRUCTURAL SCHEME OF RECONSTRUCTION WORK ON HEIGHTENING BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

STRUCTURAL SCHEME IS PRESERVED
1 - existing building; 2 - addition to building (structural scheme is preserved); 3 - chords of rigidity in the addition (along the perimeter of longitudinal and cross walls)

STRUCTURAL SCHEME IS CHANGED
1 - existing building with longitudinal (cross) bearing walls;
2 - addition with bearing walls running in the direction different from the one in the existing building; 3 - chords of rigidity

THE ADDITION RESTS ON INDEPENDENT STRUCTURES OUTSIDE THE BUILDING
1 - existing building; 2 - addition resting on independent members outside the existing building; 3 - open-frame girders (beams-walls) of storeys to be added; 4 - columns of the addition; 5 - foundations of the addition

THE ADDITION RESTS ON REINFORCED CONCRETE CORE OF RIGIDITY
1 - existing building; 2 - addition resting on reinforced concrete core of rigidity inside the existing building; 3 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete core of rigidity; 4 - cast-in-place reinforced concrete floors; 5 - foundations of the addition; 6 - hinged panels of the addition

THE ADDITION RESTS ON INDEPENDENT MEMBERS INSIDE THE BUILDING
1 - existing building; 2 - addition resting on independent members inside the existing building; 3 - foundation platform of the addition (reinforced concrete ribbed slab); 4 - columns of the addition; 5 - foundations of the addition

THE ADDITION RESTS ON INDEPENDENT MEMBERS OUTSIDE AND INSIDE THE BUILDING
1 - existing building; 2 - addition resting on independent members outside and inside the building; 3 - columns of the addition; 4 - precast beam or cast in-place reinforced concrete floors erected by usual method or by floor lifting method; 5 - foundations of the addition
INCREASING THE BRICK WALL RIGIDITY IN HEIGHTENING THE BUILDING

SETTING OF ROLLED METAL BEAMS

1 - wall of heightened storey; 2 - floor of heightened storey; 3 - rolled metal beams (channel, double-tee) along external and internal load-bearing walls (to be welded in intersections by means of cover plates); 4 - concrete

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE CHORDS AT FLOOR BOTTOM LEVEL

1 - wall of heightened storey; 2 - floor of heightened storey; 3 - reinforced concrete chord along external and internal wall perimeter (in wall intersections longitudinal reinforcement is bent or additional І-shaped rods are set); 4 - 16 to 32 mm diameter longitudinal reinforcing rods

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE CHORDS AT FLOOR BOTTOM LEVEL

1 - wall of heightened storey; 2 - floor of heightened storey; 3 - reinforced concrete chord along external and internal wall perimeter (reinforcing fabrics are set overlap in wall intersections); 4 - reinforcing fabrics

PLACING OF REINFORCING RODS IN HORIZONTAL JOINTS

1 - wall of heightened storey; 2 - floor of heightened storey; 3 - 10 mm diameter reinforcing bars in horizontal joints along external and internal wall perimeter (reshaped rode are placed in wall intersections with one course alternation)

SETTING OF REINFORCING FABRICS IN HORIZONTAL JOINTS

1 - wall of heightened storey; 2 - floor of heightened storey; 3 - reinforcing fabrics in horizontal joints along external and internal load-bearing walls (T-shaped fabrics are set in wall intersections)
STRENGTHENING OF WALLS AND COLUMNS REINFORCED BY PRECAST REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKES

STRENGTHENING OF COLUMNS BY YOKES WHOSE SUBS ARE CONNECTED BY MEANS OF WELDING THE CAST-IN ITEMS

1 - column under strengthening; 2 - precast reinforced concrete slabs of yoke; 3 - cast-in items in yoke slabs; 4 - welded metal cover plate; 5 - cement-sand mortar

STRENGTHENING OF COLUMNS BY YOKES WHOSE SLABS ARE CONNECTED BY MEANS OF LOOPED PROTRUDING BARS

1 - column under strengthening; 2 - precast reinforced concrete slabs of yoke; 3 - looped bars protruding from slabs; 4 - vertical reinforcing rods; 5 - concreting of butt end; 6 - cement-sand mortar

STRENGTHENING OF BRICK WALLS

1 - brick wall under strengthening; 2 - precast slabs of yoke (reinforced concrete, expanded clay concrete and others placed on prepared wall surface by means of mortar); 3 - wooden brick set in drilled holes; 4 - anchor braces hammered into wooden brick; 5 - plaster

STRENGTHENING OF LARGE PANEL CONCRETE WALLS AND PARTITIONS

1 - concrete wall or partition under strengthening; 2 - yoke precast reinforced concrete slabs placed by means of mortar; 3 - holes drilled in the wall; 4 - anchor braces set in drilled holes; 5 - plaster

STRENGTHENING OF LARGE-BLOCK WALLS

1 - concrete block wall under strengthening; 2 - precast reinforced concrete slabs of yoke; 3 - horizontal joints between blocks; 4 - anchor braces set between blocks; 5 - plaster

STRENGTHENING OF COLUMNS BY YOKES WHOSE SLABS ARE CONNECTED BY MEANS OF WELDING THE CAST-IN ITEMS

1 - column under strengthening; 2 - precast reinforced concrete angle slabs of yoke; 3 - reinforcing bars protruding from yoke slabs; 4 - welding of protruding bars; 5 - cement-sand mortar
### PLACING OF LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT ALONG POSTS AND PIERS PERIMETER

1 - member under strengthening (post, pier, etc.); 2 - strengthening longitudinal reinforcement anchored in upper and lower portions of strengthened member (by means of chords, keys, anchors, tension bars, etc.); 3 - lateral stirrups; 4 - cement-sand mortar plaster

### WAYS OF ANCHORAGE OF STRENGTHENING LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT

- a) by means of reinforced concrete chords;
- b) by means of reinforced concrete keys;
- c) by means of anchors;
- d) by means of tension bars; 1 - upper (lower) portion of the member under strengthening; 2 - longitudinal reinforcement in the upper (lower) portion of the wall; 3 - reinforced concrete chord set in the joggle; 4 - reinforced concrete key set in out of pocket; 5 - reinforcing steel anchor set by means of concrete or mortar in bored hole; 6 - tension bar set in drilled wall hole

### PLACING OF LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT FROM BOTH SIDES OF JOGGLE WALLS

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - strengthening longitudinal reinforcement anchored in upper and lower portions of the wall (by means of chords, keys, anchors, tension bars, etc.); 3 - joggle cut out in the wall for reinforcement; 4 - lateral stirrups passed through drilled wall holes; 5 - drilled wall holes for stirrups; 6 - cement-sand mortar plaster

### PLACING OF LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT FROM ONE SIDE OF THE WALLS

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - strengthening longitudinal reinforcement anchored in upper and lower portions of the wall (by means of chords, keys, anchors, tension bars, etc.); 3 - anchors hammered into masonry joints or set on mortar in drilled holes (anchors should enclose longitudinal reinforcement or be welded to it); 4 - holes for anchors; 5 - cement-sand mortar plaster

### PLACING OF LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT FROM ONE SIDE OF JOGGLE WALLS

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - strengthening longitudinal reinforcement anchored in upper and lower portions of the wall (by means of chords, keys, anchors, tension bars, etc.); 3 - joggle cut in the wall for placing longitudinal reinforcement; 4 - anchors hammered into masonry joints or set on mortar into drilled holes (anchors should enclose longitudinal reinforcement or be welded to it); 5 - drilled wall holes for setting the anchors; 6 - cement-sand mortar plaster

### PLACING OF LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT FROM BOTH SIDES OF THE WALLS

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - strengthening longitudinal reinforcement anchored in upper and lower portions of the wall (by means of chords, keys, anchors, tension bars, etc.); 3 - lateral stirrups passed through drilled wall holes; 4 - holes for stirrups; 5 - cement-sand mortar plaster
### WAYS OF STRENGTHENING LARGE-PANEL EXTERNAL WALLS

#### BRICK LAYING IN AREAS OF DEEP DESTRUCTION
1. Panel under strengthening; 2. Section of panel destructed to a depth of more than 40 mm; 3. Failure boundary; 4. Failure boundary prepared for placing piece members; 5. Rectangular piece members; 6. Failure place: deepened, cleaned, air blasted and moistened; 7. Cement-lime mortar with expanded clay sand addition; 8. Galvanized nails hammered in panel at every 500 mm in chess order; 9. Protective-decorative covering.

#### SETTING OF COUPLING BOLTS IN SEGREGATED AREAS OF PANEL

#### ERECTION OF STEEL FIXTURE FOR PIER
1. Panel pier under strengthening; 2. Vertical grooves in pier for fixing the angles; 3. Fixture angles; 4. Horizontal grooves for setting cross planks; 5. 4 mm wide steel strip cross planks; 6. Grooves patched with porous expanded clay sand.

#### ERECTION OF CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL FROM THE INSIDE

#### ERECTION OF CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE WALLS FROM TWO SIDES

#### POSITIONING OF ATTACHED RELIEVING COLUMNS UNDER GIRDER (IN BUILDINGS WITH INCOMPLETE FRAME)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONNECTION OF EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL WALLS BY MEANS OF TENSION BARS</th>
<th>CONNECTION OF EXTERNAL CORNER WALLS BY MEANS OF METAL COVER PLATES</th>
<th>CONNECTION OF EXTERNAL CORNER WALLS BY MEANS OF STEEL BRACES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 - external wall; 2 - internal wall; 3 - floor; 4 - crack in the wall joint (to be filled with mortar); 5 - tension bars welded to angles; 6 - metal angles; 7 - bolts; 8 - holes in the wall (to be filled with cement-sand mortar after tension bars fixing); 9 - tension nuts</td>
<td>1 - external corner walls; 2 - crack in the wall joint (to be filled with mortar); 3 - double-sided metal strip cover plates spaced at 500 mm in height; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - holes drilled in the wall (to be filled with mortar after bolts fixing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONNECTION OF EXTERNAL CORNER WALLS BY MEANS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE OR PLASTER YOKES

1 - external corner walls; 2 - crack in the wall joint (to be filled with mortar); 3 - plaster or reinforced concrete yoke; 4 - reinforcing fabric; 5 - 10 mm diameter periodical profile reinforcement anchors spaced at 600 to 800 mm horizontally and vertically, set by means of mortar; 6 - holes drilled in walls to the depth of no less than 100 mm

CONNECTION OF EXTERNAL WALLS WITH FLOOR SLABS BY MEANS OF TENSION BARS

1 - external wall; 2 - reinforced concrete floor; 3 - crack between wall and floor (to be filled with mortar); 4 - tension bars welded to plates; 5 - metal plates; 6 - bolts; 7 - holes in walls and floor (to be filled with cement-sand mortar after tension bars and bolts fixing); 8 - tension nuts

CONNECTION OF EXTERNAL WALLS WITH FLOOR BEAMS BY MEANS OF TENSION BARS

1 - external walls; 2 - reinforced concrete floor beam; 3 - exposed principle reinforcement of beam; 4 - plate welded to exposed reinforcement of beam; 5 - tension bars welded to plates; 6 - pad-washer for strengthening the tension bars; 7 - holes in the wall for tension bars (to be filled with cement-sand mortar after tension bars fixing); 8 - tension nuts
STRENGTHENING OF BEAM AND SLAB-TO-BRICK WALL CONNECTION JOINTS

**FIXING OF METAL PROPS**

1 - wall; 2 - bearing beam without sufficient support on the wall; 3 - channel supporting prop; 4 - additional plate; 5 - stiffening ribs; 6 - anchor bolts; 7 - plates-washers; 8 - holes in the wall (to be filled with cement-sand mortar after fastening the bolts); 9 - recess in the wall (to be filled with mortar); 10 - metal plate-wedges for engaging props into the joint work.

**POSITIONING OF BEAMS BY MEANS OF POSTS**

1 - wall; 2 - floor without sufficient support on the wall; 3 - N12-20 double-tee beam support; 4 - posts (tube, angle or channel box sections spaced at 1.5-3 m); 5 - stiffening ribs; 6 - plate-wedges spaced at 300 to 500 mm for engaging beams into the joint work; 7 - joint (to be caulked by cement-sand mortar after lining the plate-wedges).

**ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKES**

1 - pier; 2 - plaster; 3 - bearing beam; 4 - supporting pad; 5 - yoke angles; 6 - lateral reinforcement planks-yokes; 7 - lateral planks-tension bars with nuts; 8 - washers; 9 - holes in the wall (to be filled with cement-sand mortar after fixing the tension bars); 10 - crack in pilaster-to-pier connection zone (to be filled with mortar).

**ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKES**

1 - pier; 2 - plaster; 3 - bearing beam; 4 - supporting pad; 5 - yoke angles; 6 - lateral reinforcement planks-yokes; 7 - lateral planks-tension bars with nuts; 8 - washers; 9 - holes in the wall (to be filled with cement-sand mortar after fixing the tension bars); 10 - crack in pilaster-to-pier connection zone (to be filled with mortar).

**ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL**

1 - wall; 2 - floor without sufficient support on the wall; 3 - reinforced concrete wall; 4 - reinforcing fabric; 5 - 10mm diameter periodical profile reinforcement anchors placed on mortar in drilled holes; 6 - 15 mm diameter holes drilled in masonry at a depth of 100 mm (spaced at 700 to 1000 mm horizontally and vertically); 7 - wall surface prepared for concreting (cleared from plaster and washed).
STRENGTHENING OF BRICK LINTELS

SETTING OF ANGLE COVER PLATES

1 - lintel under strengthening; 2 - cracks is the lintel; 3 - angle cover plates placed on cement-sand mortar; 4 - cover plates embedded into the wall

SETTING OF ANGLE COVER PLATES WITH ADDITIONAL FASTENING BY MEANS OF TENSION BARS

1 - lintel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in the lintel; 3 - angle cover plates placed on cement-sand mortar; 4 - strip steel tension bare; 5 - fastening bolts; 6 - anchor bolts; 7 - holes in the wall (to be caulked by mortar after fastening the bolts)

FITTING OF COVER PLATES BY MEANS OF POSTS

1 - lintel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in the lintel; 3 - angle cover plates placed on cement-sand mortar; 4 - angle posts; 5 - anchor for fastening the posts; 6 - welding

SETTING OF METAL OR REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS

1 - lintel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in the lintel; 3 - strengthening double-tee or reinforced concrete beams; 4 - cement-sand mortar; 5 - plastering on mesh

FITTING OF COVER PLATES BY MEANS OF COUPLING BOLTS

1 - lintel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in the lintel; 3 - channel cover plates; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - holes in the wall (to be caulked by mortar after fastening the bolts); 6 - plastering on mesh

WEDGING OUT OF CRACKS BY METAL PLATES AND THEIR COUPLINGS

1 - lintel under strengthening; 2 - cracks in the lintel; 3 - metal plate-wedges driven into cracks; 4 - cavities and cracks filled with cement-sand mortar
STRENGTHENING AND RECOVERING OF BRICK WALL FACING

REPLACEMENT OF DAMAGED FACING BY MEANS OF BOND WITH THE EXISTING MASONRY

1 - wall masonry; 2 - nets facing bound with the existing wall masonry (the existing facing scaled from masonry more than 20mm is removed)

ATTACHMENT OF DAMAGED FACING WITH SIMULTANEOUS STRENGTHENING OF PIERS BY STEEL FIXTURES

1 - pier masonry; 2 - facing; 3 - angle fixture posts; 4 - strip fixture posts; 5 - cross planks; 6 - cross planks in the form of tension bars in joints between facing and wall masonry; 7 - spalling of “quarters” for bolts; 8 - steel ties for attaching the facing spaced at 600 to 800 mm horizontally and vertically; 9 - cavities filled with mortar

ATTACHMENT OF DAMAGED FACING WITH SIMULTANEOUS STRENGTHENING OF PIERS BY STEEL FIXTURES

1 - wall masonry; 2 - damaged facing half a brick thick (scaled from masonry up to 20 mm); 3 - clearance between masonry and facing; 4 - 20-40 mm diameter holes drilled to the depth of 350-400 mm and spaced at 600-800 mm horizontally and vertically; 5 - 10-14 mm diameter periodical profile tie-rod 300-500 mm long; 6 - cement-sand paste; 7 - injection by cement-sand mortar (in 7 days after ties fixing)

RESTORING OF EXTERNAL WALL DAMAGED SECTIONS BY ARRANGING THE FACING ON STEEL TIES

1 - wall masonry; 2 - new facing half a brick thick; 3 - periodical profile anchor rods placed on mortar in drilled holes; 4 - reinforcing fabrics set in horizontal joints at every sixth masonry course; 5 - cavity between old masonry and facing filled with cement sand mortar

RESTORING OF DAMAGED FACING BY PLASTERING

1 - wall masonry; 2 - cement-sand plaster; 3 - metal ties (rag bolts) driven in wall masonry joints at a space of 500 mm vertically and horizontally; 4 - reinforcing fabric bound to metal ties; 5 - rustics imitating brick masonry joints

REPLACEMENT OF DAMAGED FACING BY ITS ATTACHMENT TO THE EXISTING MASONRY WITH THE HELP OF STEEL TIES

1 - wall masonry; 2 - new facing the old facing scaled from masonry more than 20 mm is removed; 3 - 20-30 mm diameter holes drilled to the depth of 250-300 mm and spaced at 500 mm vertically and 1000 mm horizontally; 4 - 10-14 mm diameter periodical profile rod ties 350-400 mm long; 5 - cement-sand paste; 6 - reinforcing fabric in horizontal joints
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting of Wooden Relieving Posts Under Lintel Beams</th>
<th>Setting of Wooden Relieving Posts Under Lintel Beams</th>
<th>Setting of Metal Relieving Posts Under Lintel Beams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - collapsed wall masonry; 2 - overlying wall masonry; 3 - relieving posts; 4 - square-sawn timber pad; 5 - square-sawn timber beams; 6 - wooden wedges</td>
<td>1 - pier to be relieved; 2 - lintel beam; 3 - relieving wooden post; 4 - square-sawn timber pad; 5 - square-sawn timber ground beam; 6 - oncoming wooden wedges for engaging the posts into work</td>
<td>1 - pier to be strengthened; 2 - lintel beam; 3 - relieving metal post (tube, channel or angle box); 4 - channel pad; 5 - channel ground beam; 6 - oncoming metal plates-wedges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unloading with Replacement of Pier (Post) to Follow</th>
<th>Arrangement of Angle Overlapping Chords</th>
<th>Arrangement of Channel Overlapping Chords</th>
<th>Partial or Full Brick Filling of Openings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - pier (post) under strengthening; 2 - relieving posts; 3 - reinforced concrete lintels; 4 - ground beam; 5 - pad; 6 - wedges</td>
<td>1 - pier under strengthening; 2 - angles of overlapping chords; 3 - cross planks; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - cement-sand plastering on metal mesh</td>
<td>1 - pier under strengthening; 2 - channel overlapping chord; 3 - coupling bolts; 4 - cement-sand plastering on mesh</td>
<td>1 - piers under strengthening; 2 - window openings; 3 - M75-100 brick masonry on H50-75 brand mortar; 4 - joint wedged out by metal plates and caulked by cement-sand mortar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STRENGTHENING OF BRICK PIERS

POSITIONING OF COMPOSITE POSTS OF DIFFERENT SECTION ANGLES

1 - pier under strengthening; 2 - openings; 3 - posts made of separate metal butt welded unequisided angles (gravity centre of the sections to follow is displaced to the pier); 4 - cast-in item; 5 - exposed reinforcement of lintel; 6 - welding; 7 - mortar

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL PROFILE MANDREL

1 - pier under strengthening; 2 - openings; 3 - metal profile post (mandrel); 4 - metal plates (post base); 5 - recess cut out in the pier; 6 - cavities caulked by cement-sand

SETTING OF READY-MADE METAL YOKE

1 - pier to be strengthened; 2 - yoke angles; 3 - lateral stirrup-stress bars; 4 - angles-short rods welded to yoke angle for fixing the stirrups-stress bars

SETTING OF SUPERIMPOSED PLATES

1 - pier to be strengthened; 2 - superimposed channel plate; 3 - tension bars set in holes drilled in pier

POSITIONING OF ANGLE FRACTURED POSTS

1 - pier under strengthening; 2 - openings; 3 - unequisided angle posts bent in the direction of pier; 4 - fracture lines (cuts) with subsequent welding of slot; 5 - cast-in item; 6 - exposed reinforcement of lintels; 7 - welding; 8 - mortar

POSITIONING OF ANGLE POSTS WITH WELDED PLANKS

1 - pier under strengthening; 2 - openings; 3 - unequisided angle posts; 4 - planks welded to angles (plank thickness increases from ends to centre); 5 - cast-in item; 6 - exposed reinforcement of lintels; 7 - welding; 8 - mortar
WAYS OF TEMPORARY STRENGTHENING THE BRICK WALL PIERS

ARRANGEMENT OF STEEL YOKE
1 - post (pier) under strengthening; 2 - yoke angles; 3 - cross planks of yoke; 4 - welding; 5 - cement-sand mortar plastering

ARRANGEMENT OF BRICK YOKE
1 - post (pier) under strengthening; 2 - brick yoke of brick laid on rib; 3 - 5 to 10 mm diameter closed stirrups in each horizontal joint of yoke; 4 - plaster

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
1 - post (pier) under strengthening; 2 - 6 to 12 mm diameter rods; 3 - 5 to 10 mm diameter stirrups; 4 - B15 class concrete

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED MORTAR YOKE
1 - post (pier) under strengthening; 2 - 6 to 12 mm diameter rods; 3 - 3 to 16 mm diameter stirrups; 4 - 75-100 brand mortar

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE MANDREL
1 - pier under strengthening; 2 - openings; 3 - reinforced concrete post (mandrel); 4 - recess cut out in the pier; 5 - reinforcing cage; 6 - concrete

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE JACKET
1 - pier under strengthening; 2 - openings; 3 - 30 to 40 mm thick plaster jacket or 60 to 100 mm thick reinforced concrete jacket; 4 - 5 to 10 mm

SETTING OF METAL TIE BARS
1 - bulging or displacing pier; 2 - log, square-sawn timber or rolled metal cross beam; 3 - 5 mm diameter wire snap ties; 4 - 16 to 20 mm diameter reinforcement guy (to be fastened to opposite piers or to internal walls); 5 - tension couplings
### WAYS OF TEMPORARY STRENGTHENING THE BRICK WALLS

#### SETTING OF RELIEVING POSTS UNDER FLOORS

1. pier to be strengthened; 2. floor; 3. relieving wooden posts; 4. square-sawn timber pad; 5. square-sawn timber ground beam; 6. distribution square-sawn timber pad; 7. wooden wedges for engaging the posts into work.

#### SETTING OF SUB-STRUTS

1. load-bearing walls to be strengthened; 2. log or square-sawn timber sub-struts; 3. log or square-sawn timber pads; 4. snap ties for attaching pads to walls; 5. ledgers in the form of braces; 6. pads under sub-struts; 7. wooden wedges for engaging sub-struts into work; 8. support in the form of log or square-sawn timber post.

#### SETTING OF DOUBLE SUB-STRUTS

1. load-bearing walls to be strengthened; 2. log or square-sawn timber sub-strata; 3. log or square-sawn timber poet; 4. ledgers in the form of braces; 5. log or square-sawn timber ground beam; 6. support in the form of log or square-sawn timber post.

#### SETTING OF STEEL BRACES

1. strengthened load-bearing wall with pilasters; 2. log or square-sawn timber traverse; 3. tie bars in the form of tension bars or snap ties; 4. reinforcing steel ties; 5. reinforcing steel braces; 6. turnbuckles; 7. anchor in the form of logged or square-sawn timber post; 8. log or square-sawn timber stop.

#### SETTING OF STEEL GUYS

1. load-bearing walls to be strengthened; 2. log or square-sawn timber sub-strata; 3. log or square-sawn timber poet; 4. ledgers in the form of braces; 5. log or square-sawn timber ground beam; 6. support in the form of log or square-sawn timber post.

#### SETTING OF STRUTS

1. load-bearing wall to be strengthened; 2. stable building; 3. log or square-sawn timber posts; 4. snap ties for attaching posts to walls; 5. log or square-sawn timber struts; 6. board bracings.
WAYS OF ELIMINATING THE DEFECTS ON LARGE-PANEL EXTERNAL WALL SURFACES

PARTIAL FILLING THE SURFACE WITH PUTTY WITHOUT POINTING UP THE CRACKS

1 - panel to be restored; 2 - cracks about 0.3 mm wide in panel surface with overall crack length less than 10 m/m²; 3 - shallow bugholes not more than one per square meter of panel; 4 - clearing the surface of old coat, cleaning shallow bugholes, air blasting, wetting the putty with solvent; 5 - partial filling the cracks and bugholes on panel surface with mortar and putty; 6 - new coating.

POINTING UP AND PATCHING OF CRACKS, BUGHOLES AND SCALINGS WITH PARTIAL FILLING THE SURFACE WITH PUTTY

1 - panel to be restored; 2 - cracks over 0.3 mm wide in panel surface layer with overall crack length more than 10 m/m²; 3 - bugholes and scalings about 30 mm deep without reinforcement exposure; 4 - exposed reinforcement; 5 - clearing the surface of old coating, pointing up the cracks, clearing bugholes and scalings, removing rust from exposed reinforcement, air blasting, anticorrosion lubrication of reinforcement, wetting the putty with solvent (Table 2); 6 - filling the cracks with putty, patching the bugholes and scalings, partial filling the surface with putty or mortar (Table 1); 7 - new coating.

OVERALL FILLING THE PANEL SURFACE WITH PUTTY WITHOUT POINTING UP THE CRACKS

1 - panel to be restored; 2 - cracks about 0.3 mm wide in panel surface with overall crack length more than 10 m/m²; 3 - shallow bugholes more than one per square meter of panel; 4 - clearing the surface of old coating air blasting, wetting the putty with solvent; 5 - overall filling the panel surface with solvent or putty (Table 1); 6 - new coating.

| Compounds for patching visible cracks and bugholes up to 40 mm deep in panel surface layer |
|------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------|
| **Name** | **Composition** |
| cement-perchlor vinil putty | 1:0.8:0.3 (cement:pain:chalk) |
| porous cement-lime mortars | from 1:0.2:4 to 1:0.2:6 (cement:lime:sand) |

| Compounds for patching visible cracks and bugholes up to 40 mm deep in panel surface layer |
|------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------|
| **Type of parget** | **Composition, mass ratio** |
| Cement-bitumen | Bitumen BH 90310-1; toluene 1.5, cement - 6 |
| Cement-casein | cement -100; casein-5; sodium nitrat-us-10; water-40 |
| Cement-polystyrene | polystyrene 30; glue-10; cement-14; ground sand-2 |
PATCHING OF CRACKS IN BRICK WALLS

FIXING OF ROLLED METAL DOWELS

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - crack in the wall about 10 mm wide injected by cement-sand mortar after fixing the dowels; 3 - toothing in the wall; 4 - rolled metal dowel (channels, angle); 5 - cavities filled with cone.

PATCHING OF WIDE CRACKS BY INSERTING THE BRICK KEYS WITH ANCHOR

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - wide crack in the wall (more than 10 mm); 3 - key half a brick thick placed both sides of damaged area; 4 - outline of damaged masonry disassembly; 5 - rolled metal anchor (channel, double-tee) from two sides; 6 - anchor ties (bolts); 7 - cantilever filled with cement-sand mortar.

SETTING OF REINFORCING STEEL BRACE

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - crack in the wall about 10 mm wide injected by cement-sand mortar after fixing the braces; 3 - reinforcing steel braces; 4 - milled, groove in masonry; 5 - drilled pockets at the groove ends; 6 - grooves and pockets filled with cement-sand mortar.

SETTING OF DOUBLE-SIDED METAL COVER PLATES ON BOLTS

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - crack in the wall about 10 mm wide injected by cement-sand mortar after setting the cover plates; 3 - strip steel cover plates; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - holes in the wall for bolts (should be filled with cement-sand mortar after fixing the bolts).

PATCHING OF WIDE CRACKS BY INSERTING THE SIMPLE BRICK KEYS

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - wide crack in the wall (more than 10 mm); 3 - key half a brick thick placed both sides of damaged area; 4 - outline of damaged masonry disassembly.

INJECTING OF CRACKS UP TO 10 MM WIDE BY CEMENT-SAND MORTAR

1 - wall under strengthening; 2 - crack in the wall not more than 10 mm wide; 3 - 30 mm disaster holes not less than 100 mm deep for setting the injectors (spaced at 800-1500 mm); 4 - 20-25 mm diameter injectors (steel pipes) fixed into holes on cement mortar; 5 - outer parts of cracks caulked in with glue; 6 - expending cement-sand mortar (1:3) under pressure up to 0.25MPa.
FORMATION OF OPENINGS IN STONE WALLS

FORMATION OF OPENINGS IN NON-BEARING AND BEARING WALLS WITH CHANNEL LINTEL BEAMS POSITIONING AND FRAMING THE OPENINGS WITH ANGLES

1 - non-bearing or bearing wall; 2 - horizontal joggle in the wall for placing channel lintel beams; 3 - holes in the wall for coupling bolts; 4 - channel lintel beams; 5 - coupling bolts; 6 - opening in the wall made after lintel beams positioning; 7 - framing the opening with metal angles having bearing bases (the upper base is welded to lintel beam); 8 - welded connection planks; 9 - brace made of steel strip and coupling bolt for increasing the stability of angle framing in wall panel; 10 - plastering on mesh; 11 - temporary relieving posts under floor over the opening for bearing walls.

FORMATION OF OPENINGS IN BEARING WALLS WITH CHANNEL FRAMES POSITIONING

1 - bearing wall; 2 - horizontal joggle in the wall for channel lintel beam; 3 - vertical joggles for setting channel frame posts; 4 - holes in the wall for coupling bolts; 5 - channel lintel beams; 6 - posts of channel frames having bearing bases; 7 - coupling bolts; 8 - opening in the wall made after frames positioning; 9 - welded connection planks; 10 - plastering on mesh; 11 - temporary relieving posts under floor over the opening.

FORMATION OF OPENINGS IN NON-BEARING AND BEARING WALLS WITH POSITIONING CHANNEL LINTEL BEAMS

1 - non-bearing or bearing wall; 2 - joggles in wall for positioning channel lintel beams; 3 - holes in the wall for coupling bolts; 4 - channel lintel beams; 5 - coupling bolts; 6 - opening in the wall made after lintel beam positioning; 7 - welded connection planks; 8 - plastering on mesh; 9 - temporary relieving posts under floor over the opening for bearing walls.

FORMATION OF OPENINGS IN BEARING WALLS WITH CHANNEL FRAMES POSITIONING

1 - bearing wall; 2 - horizontal joggle in the wall for channel lintel beams positioning; 3 - opening in the wall for setting channel posts welded in box (the opening width being 50 mm more than the posts width); 4 - channel lintel beams welded to posts; 5 - channel frame posts (with bearing bases) welded in box; 6 - opening in the wall made after frames positioning; 7 - welded connection planks; 8 - plastering on mesh; 9 - temporary relieving posts under floor over the opening.
PROTECTION OF FOUNDATION BRICK WALLS AGAINST WETTING

ARRANGEMENT OF RING DRAINAGE AROUND BUILDING

1 - foundation of existing building; 2 - drain; 3 - drainage pipe with 0.002 slope to catch pit; 4 - crushed aggregate bed; 5 - ground water level after drainage arrangement

ARRANGEMENT OF WALL DRAINAGE FROM THE EXTERIOR OF THE BUILDING

1 - wall to be dried; 2 - flat filter (gravel-sand mix); 3 - outfall sewer; 4 - drain pipe; 5 - stones and 30 to 70mm size pebble; 6 - wall drainage (gravel-sand mix with particle size from 1 to 20mm); 7 - floor of drier storey; 8 - water-tight pitched work; 9 - packed local soil; 10 - membrane waterproofing; 11 - clay concrete; 12 - crushed aggregate rammed into soil

ARRANGEMENT OF SYSTEMATIC DRAINAGE IN EXISTING BUILDING BASEMENT

1 - wall to be dried; 2 - initial level of ground water; 3 - lowered level of ground water; 4 - collectors; 5 - drain-desiccators (to be set in collector); 6 - sink; 7 - outfall sewer; 8 - pitched work; 9 - basement floor; 10 - sink lattice

ARRANGEMENT OF CLAY LOCK

1 - wall to be dried; 2 - watertight pitched work; 3 - existing horizontal hydraulic seal; 4 - applied vertical glued hydraulic seal; 5 - clay look (densely packed clay soil)

ARRANGEMENT OF AIR SLOT FROM THE EXTERIOR OF THE WALL

1 - wall to be dried; 2 - duct cut out in the wall; 3 - air slot; 4 - register; 5 - floor of aerated storey; 6 - pitched work; 7 - air slot wall made of brick 120mm thick; 8 - concrete platform under wall; 9 - struts; 10 - existing hydraulic seal

ARRANGEMENT OF AIR SLOT FROM THE INTERIOR OF THE WALL

1 - wall to be dried; 2 - duct cut out in the wall; 3 - air slot; 4 - register; 5 - floor of aerated storey; 6 - pitched work; 7 - air slot wall made of brick 120mm thick; 8 - existing hydraulic seal
RESTORATION OF BRICK WALLS HORIZONTAL HYDRAULIC SEAL

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION OF HYDRAULIC SEAL ROLL

1 - brick wall; 2 - building plinth; 3 - hole cut out in brick masonry (to be packed after hydraulic seal placing); 4 - hydraulic seal roll on cement-sand mortar base course; 5 - hole to be cut out

APPLICATION OF HYDRAULIC SEAL BY INJECTING THE SILICONORGANIC COMPOUNDS

1 - dried brick wall; 2 - building plinth; 3 - injectors set in holes drilled in the wall; 4 - tank with ГКЖ-10 or ГКЖ-11 siliconoorganic compound solutions; 5 - rubber hose distributing pipe line; 6 - boundary of wall solution treatment

APPLICATION OF HYDRAULIC SEAL BY ZEROPOTENTIAL METHOD (DESTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC FIELD)

1 - brick wall; 2 - 10 to 20 mm diameter steel rods set in drilled holes to be filled with cement-sand mortar; 3 - zone without electric field (penetration of soil moisture into the wall is excluded)

APPLICATION OF HYDRAULIC SEAL BY PROTECTION METHOD (CREATION OF ARTIFICIAL ELECTRIC FIELD)

1 - brick wall; 2 - 10 to 20 mm diameter steel rods set in drilled holes to be filled with cement-sand mortar; 3 - steel wires; 4 - protector (1М-5У spaced at 50m, 1М10У spaced at 100m) below the frozen soil depth; 5 - zone of artificial electric field contrary to natural electric field as to direction (penetration of confined water is excluded)

APPLICATION OF HYDRAULIC SEAL BY ELECTROTHERMAL METHOD

1 - brick wall; 2 - building plinth; 3 - pull winch; 4 - cable; 5 - carbocyclic rod (380V pressure, 65А current strength); 6 - hydraulic seal layer from melt brick masonry

APPLICATION OF HYDRAULIC SEAL BY GALVANOOSMOSIS METHOD, SPONTANEOUS INITIATION OF ELECTRIC FIELD

1 - brick wall; 2 - cathodes (copper rods) set in drilled holes to be filled by liquid cements mortar; 3 - connecting wire; 4 - anode (zinc plate) set in soil below freezing zone; 5 - zone of spontaneous initiation of electric field, promoting moisture shift from the wall
### Restoration of Concrete Protective Layers

#### Dense Cement-Sand Mortar Plastering

1. Restored structure; 2. Principle reinforcement cleared of corrosion by means of chisel and steel brushes; 3. Structure surface cleared off to concrete with PH over 12 and moistened; 4. Cleared reinforcement coated by casein glue with corrosion retarded (Portland cement - 100, casein glue - 5, nitrate sodium - 10, water - 30-40); 5. Concrete cover restored as a result of plastering by dense cement-sand mortar (1:2.5 to 1:3). Concrete cover restored as a result of plastering by dense cement-sand mortar (1:2.5 to 1:3).

#### Dense Cement-Sand Mortar Plastering with Vanish Painting Following


#### Polymer Concrete Placing


#### Cement Concrete Placing

1. Restored structure; 2. Principle reinforcement cleared of corrosion; 3. Reinforcing steel cover plates welded to principle reinforcement of corrosion damaged section; 4. Structure surface cleared off to concrete with PH over 12, moistened and covered with cement-sand mortar layer; 5. Concrete cover restored as a result of concreting or guniting (in 1.5 hours after placing the mortar).

#### Dense Cement-Sand Mortar Guniting

1. Restored structure; 2. Principle reinforcement cleared of corrosion by means of chisel and steel brushes; 3. Structure surface cleared off to concrete with PH over 12 and moistened; 4. 2 to 3 mm diameter wire reinforcing fabric with 50x50 cell welded to reinforcement; 5. Concrete cover restored as a result of guniting by dense cement-sand mortar, the strength of mortar being not less than strength of structure under restoration.
SEALING OF CRACKS IN CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

PUTTYING OF SHORT SHALLOW CRACKS BY SYNTHETIC MATERIAL

1 - crack in structure (short and shallow); 2 - milled groove; 3 - synthetic putty

INJECTION OF TAMPING GROUT WITH MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

1 - crack in structure; 2 - metal pintle-magnetic pipes with effective spacing along crack length (to be preserved after sealing the cracks); 3 - pole tip; 4 - electromagnet; 5 - bolt for fastening the tip; 6 - rheostat; 7 - magnet based tamping grout drawn into crack under the action of magnetic field and retained in it

INJECTION OF CEMENT-SAND MORTAR INTO CRACK OVER 0.3 MM WIDE AND UP TO 50 MM DEEP

1 - crack in structure (not more than 50 mm deep); 2 - area patched with concrete, glue or strip; 3 - surface type injector (deadended, circulating, vacuum); 4 - fixing of injector (by cramps bolts, etc); 5 - expanding cement mortar with W/C *= 0.6-2 or synthetic resins (to be pumped)

INJECTION OF CEMENT-SAND-MORTAR INTO CRACK OVER 0.3 MM WIDE

1 - crack in structure; 2 - slushed grooved crack with inside expansion; 3 - drilled hole for setting and grouting the injection pipe; 4 - injection pipe; 5 - coupling with nut for connecting hose to injection pipe; 6 - 1:1 cement-sand mortar for filling the groove; 7 - expanding cement mortar with W/C = 0.7÷2 for filling the cracks under 490-1960kN/cm2 pressure

INJECTION OF CEMENT-SAND MORTAR INTO CRACK OVER 0.3 MM WIDE AND UP TO 50 MM DEEP

1 - crack in structure; 2 - milled groove; 3 - synthetic putty

PATCHING OF WIDE CRACKS BY SIMULTANEOUS ARRANGEMENT OF YOKE

1 - structure under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke; 3 - wide crack; 4 - injection tube set in crack before yoke arrangement; 5 - control tube set in crack before yoke arrangement; 6 - mortar or concrete pumped after yoke concrete gaining strength
### Placement of Missed Stirrup-Type Cast-In Item in Beam

1. Cast-in item to be placed; 2. Beam; 3. Sheet jig of stirrup; 4. Stiffening ribs; 5. Coupling bolts; 6. Holes for bolts (should be filled with cement-sand mortar after fastening the bolts); 7. Welding

### Placing of Missed Cast-In Item in Beam Flush with Surface


### Placing of Missed Cast-In Item Above the Beam

CONCRETING OF YOKES, JACKETS AND SPLICES IN STRENGTHENING THE REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

CONCRETING OF YOKES, JACKETS AND SPLICES OF SLABS, BEAMS AND COLUMNS BY GUNITING

1 - reinforced concrete structure under strengthening; 2 - reinforcement of strengthening; 3 - gunit of yoke, jacket or splice; 4 - compressor; 5 - air hoses; 6 - air cleaner; 7 - cement gun; 8 - material honer; 9 - water tank; 10 - water hose; 11 - nozzle

CONCRETING OF BEAM YOKES AND JACKETS THROUGH SLAB HOLES

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - slab; 3 - holes cut out in slab for placing stirrups and concrete (the width of the hole is equal to yoke thickness, length being 100 mm, the spacing between the holes being 300 mm); 4 - strengthening of beam by yoke (jacket); 5 - longitudinal reinforcement of yoke (jacket); 6 - yoke (jacket) stirrups; 7 - yoke mesh; 8 - formwork box; 9 - stiffening ribs of formwork box; 10 - suspended vibrator

CONCRETING OF BEAM SPLICE FROM THE BOTTOM BY MEANS OF SIDE HOPPERS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - strengthening of beam by splicing; 3 - exposed principle reinforcement of beam under strengthening; 4 - longitudinal reinforcement of strengthening; 5 - stirrups of strengthening; 6 - formwork box; 7 - stiffening ribs of formwork box; 8 - clearance for air deflation and control of splice filling with concrete; 9 - loading side hopper for placing concrete (200 mm wide, spaced at 1-1.5 m)

CONCRETING OF BEAM SPLICES IN INSEPARABLE BLOCK-FORM

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - strengthening of beam by splicing; 3 - exposed principle reinforcement of beam; 4 - longitudinal reinforcement of strengthening; 5 - stirrups of strengthening; 6 - block-form; 7 - spacers; 8 - suspenders (chains); 9 - turnbuckles; 10 - suspended vibrator

CONCRETING OF COLUMN YOKES BY MEANS OF BOXES

1 - column under strengthening; 2 - strengthening of column by yoke; 3 - longitudinal reinforcement of yoke; 4 - yoke stirrups; 5 - formwork box; 6 - stiffening ribs of formwork box; 7 - loading inlets from each side of formwork box; 8 - three-sided movable box for concreting; 9 - concrete mix; 10 - box concrete pusher; 11 - suspended vibrator
FORMATION OF OPENINGS IN REINFORCED CONCRETE SLABS

**SPLICING OF SLAB AROUND THE OPENING**

1. ribbed floor slab; 2. opening in slab flange; 3. reinforced concrete splice in the area of opening; 4. additional reinforcing fabric; 5. slab reinforcing fabric bent to splice area; 6. slab surface prepared for placing splice concrete.

**REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAMING OF THE OPENING**

1. ribbed floor slab; 2. opening in slab flange; 3. reinforced concrete framing of opening; 4. reinforcing of framing; 5. slab reinforcing fabric extended to framing concrete area.

**ROLLED METAL FRAMING OF THE OPENING**

1. ribbed floor slab; 2. opening in slab flange; 3. channel framing of opening; 4. slab flange reinforcement; 5. concrete.

**SPLICING OF SLAB WITH SIMULTANEOUS STRENGTHENING OF TENSILE ZONE**

1. core floor slab; 2. opening in slab; 3. reinforced concrete splice in the area of opening; 4. additional reinforcing fabric; 5. reinforcement cage set in cavity through the duct in flange; 6. slab surface prepared for concrete splicing; 7. cavity concreting.

**PLACING OF RELIEVING METAL BEAMS**

1. core floor slab; 2. opening in slab; 3. metal relieving beams resting on load-bearing structures (cross bars, walls); 4. angle frame along the perimeter of opening; 5. metal strip suspenders; 6. sheet metal framing of opening.

**POSITIONING OF METAL BEAMS IN THE AREA OF OPENING**

1. core floor slab; 2. opening in slab; 3. metal longitudinal beams resting on load-bearing structures (cross bars, walls); 4. channel lateral metal beams; 5. stiffening ribs; 6. sheet metal framing of opening; 7. cavity concreting.
STRENGTHENING OF BRICK FLOORS

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ARCHED FLOOR INSTEAD OF BRICK FLOOR

1 - arched brick floor; 2 - reinforced concrete arched floor instead of brick floor; 3 - bearing metal floor beams; 4 - reinforcing fabrics; 5 - expanded clay gravel filling; 6 - restored floor

REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB-TYPE SPLICING ABOVE THE FLOOR

1 - arched brick floor; 2 - bearing metal beasts; 3 - reinforced concrete slab-type splice; 4 - low span strengthening meshes; 5 - upper strengthening meshes above support; 6 - backfill of broken brick and mortar; 7 - floor surface prepared for concreting

REINFORCED CONCRETES ARCH-TYPE SPLICING ABOVE THE FLOOR

1 - arched brick floor; 2 - bearing metal beams; 3 - reinforced concrete arch-type splice; 4 - reinforcing fabrics; 5 - floor surface prepared for concreting

REINFORCED CONCRETE ARCH-TYPE SPLICING BELOW THE FLOOR

1 - arched brick floor; 2 - bearing metal beams; 3 - reinforcing fabric; 4 - grooves in the floor for supporting reinforced concrete splice; 5 - anchors (rag bolts) driven in masonry joints for fastening

SETTING OF TIES FOR SUSTAINING THE THRUST

1 - arched brick floor; 2 - bearing metal beams (double-tee, rail); 3 - reinforcing steel tie with nuts at the ends; 4 - tie stop in the form of angle with stiffening ribs; 5 - fastener to beam flange fixed by means of plates and bolts; 6 - recesses in floor (should be filled with mortar after fixing the fastener)

POSITIONING OF RELIEVING METAL BEAMS

1 - arched brick floor; 2 - bearing-metal floor beams; 3 - relieving lateral beams resting on floor beams; 4 - relieving longitudinal beams; 5 - recesses in the floor
**ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE IN COMPRESSED ZONE**

1 - flight of stairs; 2 - stair landing; 3 - reinforced concrete splice of stair landing and steps of flight; 4 - reinforcing fabric; 5 - flight of stairs and stair landing surfaces prepared for concreting (hacked and cleandowned)

**POSITIONING OF RELIEVING BEAMS UNDER FRONTAL RIB OF STAIR LANDING**

1 - flight of stairs; 2 - stair landing; 3 - wall; 4 - relieving composite beam; 5 - supporting plate; 6 - recess in wall filled with concrete after positioning of beams (structures should be temporarily unloaded during recess arranging and beam positioning)

**POSITIONING OF METAL RELIEVING BEAMS UNDER STAIR LANDING**

1 - flight of stairs; 2 - stair landing; 3 - wall; 4 - relieving beams (double tee, channel); 5 - supporting angles welded to relieving beams; 6 - supporting plates; 7 - recesses in walls (to be filled with concrete or mortar after placing the relieving beams); 8 - metal plate-wedges for engaging beams into the joint work; 9 - joints filled with mortar

**SETTING OF SUPPORTING PROP UNDER WALL RIB OF STAIR LANDING**

1 - wall rib of stair landing; 2 - wall; 3 - angle supporting prop with holes; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - anchor-rag bolt hammered up into treenails; 6 - holes drilled in wall at 15°; 7 - wedging and filling the joint with mortar

**SETTING OF SUPPORTING PROPS UNDER FRONTAL RIB OF STAIR LANDING**

1 - flight of stairs; 2 - stair landing; 3 - wall; 4 - channel supporting prop; 5 - supporting prop plate; 6 - stiffening ribs; 7 - anchor bolt; 8 - plate-washer; 9 - opening in the wall; 10 - channel supporting pad (to be placed on mortar); 11 - metal plate-wedges for engaging the prop into work

**ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE IN TENSILE ZONE**

1 - longitudinal ribs of flight of stairs; 2 - frontal rib of stair landing; 3 - wall rib of stair landing; 4 - reinforced concrete splice; 5 - bent reinforcement bars welded to exposed reinforcement and reinforcement of splice; 6 - strengthening reinforcement; 7 - exposed reinforcement of structures under strengthening
STRENGTHENING OF BALCONY SLABS AND VISORS

POSITIONING OF ROLLED METAL CANTILEVERS

1 - wall; 2 - balcony slab (visor); 3 - rolled metal cantilever (double tee, channel); 4 - supporting angle-pad; 5 - recess in the wall (to be filled with concrete after placing the beams)

POSITIONING OF METAL SUPPORTING PROPS

1 - wall; 2 - balcony slab (visor); 3 - channel supporting prop; 4 - supporting prop plate; 5 - stiffening rib; 6 - anchor bolts; 7 - plate-washer; 8 - hole in the wall (to be filled with mortar after fastening the bolts); 9 - metal plate-wedges for engaging props into joint work

FITTING OF SUSPENDERS

1 - wall; 2 - balcony slab (visor); 3 - angle framing embedded in the wall; 4 - reinforcing steel suspender welded to angle framing and connected to anchor; 5 - turnbuckle; 6 - anchor with ring at the end placed on mortar in the hole drilled in masonry

PLACING OF REINFORCED LAYER OF CONCRETE

1 - wall; 2 - balcony slab (visor); 3 - reinforced concrete layer; 4 - reinforcing fabric; 5 - recess in the wall sections without openings (to be filled with concrete); 6 - slab surface prepared for concreting; 7 - temporary struts for the period of concrete strengthening and hardening
### Ways of Inducing Prestressing in Ties in Strengthening the Reinforced Concrete Members

#### ElectrotHERMAL Method: Welding of Heated Tie to Exposed Reinforcement

1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Exposed reinforcement (class A-I, class A-II or class A-III); 3. Reinforcing short rods welded to exposed reinforcement; 4. Strengthening reinforcing steel tie (class A-III) heated to 350-400°C and welded to reinforcing short rods.

#### ElectrotHERMAL Method: Setting of Heated Tie on Stops

1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Anchor device set on mortar; 3. Stops welded to anchor device; 4. Tie with anchor device placed in heated to 350-400°C state on stops.

#### Mechanical Method: Setting of Hydraulic Jackets Between the Member and the Tie

1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Strutted tie (horizontal channel section, sloping angle sections); 3. Hydraulic jack; 4. Channel strut (to be set after tensioning the tie).

#### Mechanical Method: Setting of Hydraulic Jackets Under the Tie

1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Strutted tie; 3. Suspended member for fixing the hydraulic jack; 4. Fastening bolts; 5. Support channel (welded to tie) for fixing suspended member; 6. Hydraulic jack; 7. Hydraulic jack piston rod (hole for piston rod is made in channel tie); 8. Sheet pads-stops.
### Ways of Inducing Prestressing in Ties in Strengthening the Reinforced Concrete Members (Mechanical Method)

#### Use of Turnbuckles
1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Strengthening tie; 3. Turnbuckle

#### Use of Coupling Bolts
1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Strengthening tie; 3. Coupling bolts; 4. Plates (with holes for bolts) welded to tie elements; 5. Junction plates

#### Use of Bands
1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Strengthening tie; 3. Band; 4. Band plank

#### Use of Nuts
1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Strengthening tie; 3. Exposed reinforcement of member to be strengthened; 4. Reinforcing short rod; 5. Bolt with nut welded to tie; 6. Stop (to be taken away after tensioning and welding the tie)

#### Use of Draw Bolts

#### Setting of Plates-Wedges
1. Member to be strengthened; 2. Strengthening tie; 3. Post; 4. Support channel; 5. Metal plates-wedges (should be welded to each other and to strengthening members)
### Arrangement of Reinforced Concrete Keys for Engaging Floor Slabs and Roof Structures into Joint Work


### Arrangement of Reinforced Concrete Keys for Engaging Floor Slabs and Cross Bars into Joint Work


### Formation of Floor Sub Work Continuous Scheme


### Arrangement of Inverted Bend in Strengthened Slab by Means of Air Cushion


### Engagement of Floor Slabs and Lower Partitions into Joint Work

1. External wall; 2. Internal wall; 3. Reinforced concrete key; 4. Reinforced concrete floor slabs; 5. Concrete or reinforced concrete partitions 80mm thick; brick partitions 120mm thick; 6. Joint between partition and floor slabs caulked with 10MPa mortar.

### Arrangement of Reinforced Concrete Yoke for Engaging Floor Slabs and Cross Bars into Joint Work

ENGAGEMENT OF STRENGTHENING MEMBERS INTO JOINT WORK

SETTING STRENGTHENING PRESTRESSED MEMBERS

1 - beam; 2 - column; 3 - metal yoke; 4 - support portion of yoke; 5 - metal tension bars for yoke precompression (precompression strengthening is controlled by dynamic analysis); 6 - yoke should be welded to upper and lower supporting portions and tension bars should be removed.

SETTING OF STAY BOLTS ON COMPOSITE METAL YOKES

1 - beam; 2 - column; 3 - yoke angles (composite in height); 4 - cover plates placed before strengthening; 5 - cover plates placed after strengthening (assembling tension bars are present till strengthening); 6 - supporting angles; 7 - cover plates made of angles and nuts in yoke joint; 8 - stay bolts

SETTING OF TENSION SCREW-TYPE THRUST MEMBER

1 - structure under strengthening; 2 - column; 3 - column yoke; 4 - prop (to be removed after strengthening); 5 - tension screw; 6 - nut; 7 - dynamometer; 8 - pad; 9 - supporting member (after prestressing should be welded to yoke and pad)

SETTING OF LEVEL-TYPE THRUST MEMBER

1 - structure under strengthening; 2 - additional support (column); 3 - rigid pads; 4 - level-type thrust member (to be removed after fixing the rigid pads)

SETTING OF MEMBRANE THRUST PADS

1 - structure (cross-bar) under strengthening; 2 - additional support (column); 3 - pads; 4 - membrane thrust pad; 5 - pipe with pressure gauge; 6 - mortar (to be pumped under pressure and left till full hardening)

SETTING OF SPRING TYPE THRUST MEMBER

1 - structure under strengthening; 2 - additional relieving member (column); 3 - spring; 4 - disks; 5 - spherical bearings; 6 - thrust member bases; 7 - regulating ties (permit to transfer spring thrust stress through spherical bearings to strengthened member); 8 - fixing elements
STRENGTHENING OF PRECAST REINFORCED CONCRETE RIBBED SLABS

SPLICING OF PRECAST RIBBED SLAB TOP PORTION IN CONDITIONS OF SUFFICIENT SURFACE BOND

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - cast-in-place concrete layer; 3 - structural reinforcement of strengthening; 4 - cast-in-place concrete and slab bond surface

SPLICING OF PRECAST RIBBED SLAB TOP PORTION IN CONDITIONS OF INSUFFICIENT SURFACE BOND

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - cast-in-place concrete layer; 3 - structural reinforcement of strengthening; 4 - cast-in-place concrete and slab bond surface; 5 - cut out areas of slab flanges with reinforcing fabrics retained

POSITIONING OF METAL RELIEVING BEAMS

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - metal strengthening beams; 3 - metal plate-wedges engaging strengthening beams into work

STRENGTHENING OF PRECAST RIBBED SLABS IN CASE OF THEIR CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - cast-in-place concrete; 3 - principal reinforcement of strengthening; 4 - cut out areas of slab flanges for placing concrete

POSITIONING OF CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE RIBS

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - cast-in-place reinforcing concrete rib; 3 - reinforcing cage of strengthening rib; 4 - cut out holes in slab flange (with reinforcing fabrics retained) for placing concrete

PLACING OF ADDITIONAL PRINCIPAL REINFORCEMENT

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - additional reinforcement; 3 - slab reinforcement exposed at 100mm long sections spaced at 1.0 m; 4 - short reinforcing rods 80 to 100 mm long; 5 - concrete or mortar; 6 - welding; 7 - antirust paint
STRENGTHENING OF FLOOR SLABS IN LARGE PANEL STRUCTURES

POSITION OF METAL RELIEVING BEAMS FROM BELOW

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - metal strengthening beams; 3 - joint between slabs and relieving beams wedged out by metal plates at every 500 mm and caulked in by cement-sand mortar

SETTING OF ADDITIONAL REINFORCEMENT BY USING POLYMER MORTAR

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - additional reinforcement; 3 - grooves milled in concrete; 4 - protective-structural polymer mortar

SPLICING OF SLAB TOP PORTION IN CONDITIONS OF INSUFFICIENT SURFACE BOND

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - cast-in-place concrete layer; 3 - structural reinforcement of strengthening; 4 - reinforcing cages of strengthening; 5 - cut out slab flanges in sections of placing reinforcing cages; 6 - cast-in-place concrete and slab bond surface; 7 - concrete for cavities grouting

POSITION OF METAL RELIEVING BEAMS FROM ABOVE

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - metal strengthening beams; 3 - cut out slab flanges (along the whole length) for placing strengthening beams; 4 - concrete for grouting cavities and cut out flanges

SPLICING OF SLAB TOP PORTION IN CONDITIONS OF SUFFICIENT SURFACE BOND

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - cast-in-place concrete layer; 3 - structural reinforcement of strengthening; 4 - cast-in-place concrete and slab bond surface

GLUEING OF GLASS CLOTH OR SHEET METAL BY USING POLYMER MORTAR

1 - slabs under strengthening; 2 - cleaned and degreased slab surface; 3 - protective-structural polymer mortar; 4 - sheet metal or several layers of glass cloth
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ROOF SLABS

SETTING OF STRUTTED TIES ON CROSS RIBS

1 - roof slab; 2 - slab cross ribs to be strengthened; 3 - horizontal section of reinforcing steel strutted tie; 4 - sloping sections of strip steel strutted tie; 5 - tension nuts; 6 - anchor bolts of strutted tie set in drilled holes; 7 - bearing plates

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED TIES ON CROSS RIBS

1 - roof slab; 2 - cross slab ribs to be strengthened; 3 - reinforcing steel prestressed ties; 4 - tension nuts; 5 - washers; 6 - holes drilled in slab longitudinal ribs

SETTING OF STEEL STRIP TIES

1 - slabs under strengthened; 2 - steel strip ties; 3 - coupling bolts; 4 - holes for bolts drilled in slab longitudinal ribs (above the principal reinforcement); 5 - steel plate-wedges in bolt and wedge fixing points in interslab joints; 6 - plate-wedges for engaging ties into joint work

SETTING OF STRUTTED BEAMS

1 - roof slabs to be strengthened; 2 - horizontal section of reinforcing steel strutted tie; 3 - sloping sections of reinforcing steel strutted tie; 4 - strutted tie anchors; 5 - struts; 6 - turnbuckle

POSITIONING OF STRUTTED BEAMS

1 - roof slab; 2 - slab cross rib; 3 - the upper chord of double-tee strutted beam; 4 - reinforcing steel strutted beam tie; 5 - channel struts; 6 - turnbuckle

ENSURING OF CONTINUITY BY MEANS OF STEEL STRIPS

1 - slabs under strengthened; 2 - rafter structures; 3 - steel strip providing slab continuity; 4 - coupling bolts; 5 - holes for coupling bolts in slab flange; 6 - plate-wedges for engaging steel strips into work; 7 - joint between longitudinal rib butts wedged out by steel plates
**STRENGTHENING OF FLOOR SLABS IN LARGE PANEL STRUCTURES**

**SETTING OF STRUTTED TIES**

1 - floor slab under strengthening; 2 - concrete bearing walls; 3 - reinforcing steel ties welded to plates; 4 - metal plates bolted to slab; 5 - fastening bolts; 6 - slab holes for bolts; 7 - cramps for stressing operations in ties; 8 - plastering of boarded ceiling

**PLACING OF RELIEVING METAL BEAMS FROM BELOW**

1 - floor slab under strengthening; 2 - concrete walls; 3 - double relieving beam with cuts on supports to rest on angle props; 4 - angle support props; 5 - suscoupling bolts; 6 - wall holes for bolts; 7 - joint between strengthening slab and relieving beams wedged out by metal plates (to be caulked by cement-sand mortar); 8 - new boarded ceiling mark

**ACHEIVING CONTINUITY OF FLOOR SLAB BY SETTING STIRRUPS-ROCKERS**

1 - floor slab under strengthening; 2 - concrete bearing walls; 3 - anchor stirrups set in holes cut out in slab (they ring out principle reinforcement) and fastened to plate-rockers; 4 - plate-rockers (with holes for anchor stirrups) passed through wall panel joints; 5 - holes in slabs for anchor stirrups (in principle reinforcement zone); 6 - principle reinforcement of slab; 7 - grouting concrete; 8 - diagonal washers; 9 - tension nuts

**PLACING OF RELIEVING METAL BEAMS FROM ABOVE**

1 - floor slab under strengthening; 2 - concrete bearing walls; 3 - coupled channel relieving beam; 4 - wall holes for placing the beams; 5 - suspenders in the form of tension bars with washers and nuts; 6 - cross planks; 7 - bearing plates; 8 - hols for tension bars; 9 - recesses for washers; 10 - concreting of strengthening beams; 11 - new floor elevation

**FLOR SLAB CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE SPLICING FROM ABOVE**

1 - floor slab under strengthening; 2 - concrete bearing walls; 3 - upper reinforced concrete splice; 4 - reinforcing fabric of splice; 5 - slab surface prepared for concreting (cleandowed and backed); 6 - additional T-shaped anchor ties of periodical profile reinforcement set by means of cement-sand mortar in drilled bores; 7 - bores for anchor ties spaced at 1.0 m; 8 - temporary sub-struts for eliminating strengthened beam deflection (to be removed after concrete gaining 70% design strength)

**SPlicing OF BOTTOM PORTION OF CAST-IN-PLACE SLABS**

1 - slab under strengthening; 2 - principle reinforcement of strengthening; 3 - bent reinforcement bars; 4 - gunite of strengthening; 5 - cut protective concrete layer; 6 - welding; 7 - bottom portion of slab surface prepared for concreting
### Splicing of Cast-in-Place Slabs in Conditions of Insufficient Surface Bond


### Splicing of Top Portion by Means of Reinforced Concrete Keys

1. Slab under strengthening; 2. Top splice; 3. Reinforced concrete keys; 4. A-I class reinforcement bent pieces; 5. Reinforcing fabric of splice; 6. 100x100 mm holes spaced in chess-board order at 500 to 700 mm in the slab; 7. Slab surface prepared for concreting (cleaned down, hacked).

### Splicing of Slab Top Portion in the Form of Ribbed Slab


### Splicing of Cast-in-Place Slab Top Portion in Conditions of Surface Bond


### Positioning of Metal Relieving Beams from Below


### Setting of Strutted Ties in Contour Supported Slabs

STRENGTHENING OF CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOORS

PARTIAL UNLOADING OF FLOORS BY USING REINFORCED CONCRETE UNITS

1 - main beam of existing floor; 2 - secondary beams of existing floor; 3 - slab of existing floor; 4 - column of existing frame; 5 - main relieving beams put on the floor and braced with main beams by stirrups; 6 - secondary relieving beams with clearance above the floor; 7 - clearance between relieving beams and floor; 8 - bands

REPLACING OF EXISTING FLOOR

1 - main beams of new floor; 2 - secondary beams of the new floor; 3 - slab of new floor; 4 - column of existing frame (to be preserved); 5 - main beams of existing floor (to be preserved); 6 - secondary beams of existing floor (to be dismantled); 7 - slab of existing floor (to be dismantled)

FULL UNLOADING OF FLOOR TOP BY USING ROLLED METAL UNITS

1 - main beams of existing floor; 2 - secondary beams of existing floor; 3 - slab of existing floor; 4 - column of existing frame; 5 - main relieving double-tee beams with the clearance above the floor; 6 - secondary relieving beams with clearance above the floor; 7 - bearing pads; 8 - fastening bolts; 9 - clearance between relieving beams and floor;

FULL UNLOADING OF FLOOR BOTTOM BY USING ROLLED METAL UNITS

1 - main beams of existing floor; 2 - secondary beams of existing floor; 3 - slab of existing floor; 4 - column of existing frame; 5 - main relieving double-tee beams; 6 - bearing props in the form of reinforced concrete or metal yokes around columns; 7 - secondary relieving double-tee beams; 8 - double-tee posts; 9 - double-tee deck for taking the equipment load; 10 - holes for posts in the slab

FULL UNLOADING OF FLOORS BY USING REINFORCED CONCRETE UNITS

1 - main beams of existing floor; 2 - secondary beams of existing floor; 3 - slab of existing floor; 4 - column of existing frame; 5 - main relieving beams with clearance above the floor; 6 - secondary relieving beams with clearance above the floor; 7 - clearance between relieving beams and floor;

POSITIONING OF OF ROLLED METAL BEAM CAGE

1 - main beams of existing floor; 2 - secondary beams of existing floor; 3 - slab of existing floor; 4 - column of existing frame; 5 - main beams of double-tee cage; 6 - secondary beams of double-tee cage; 7 - metal yoker around columns; 8 - metal cantilevers; 9 - plate-wedges for engaging the beam cage into work
STRENGTHENING OF BEARING UNITS OF FLOOR SLABS

POSITIONING OF PROPS ON BOLTS

1 - displaced panels; 2 - bearing concrete panels; 3 - displaced panel wide angle props; 4 - 14 mm diameter holes in concrete panel; 5 - M12 bolts spaced at 500 mm; 6 - plate-washer; 7 - wedging out by plates; 8 - caulking by 1OMPa grout; 9 - plastering on mesh; 10 - stiffening ribs spaced at 500 mm

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY WELDING WITH CAST-IN ITEMS

1 - displaced panels; 2 - cross-bar; 3 - prop vertical ribs; 4 - prop horizontal flange; 5 - prop back bearing, plate; 6 - cross bar cast-in item; 7 - plate-wedges for engaging the prop into work; 8 - welding

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY MEANS OF TENSION BARS

1 - displaced panel; 2 - cross-bar; 3 - angle-prop; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - bearing plate-washer; 6 - tension bars with nuts set in interpanel joints (nuts should be tightened for engaging props into work and welded); 7 - plate-pad under tension bars; 8 - welding

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY MEANS OF TENSION BARS

1 - displaced panel; 2 - cross-bar; 3 - panel wide angle prop; 4 - tension bar with nuts (nuts should be tightened and welded); 5 - holes in panel flanges and concrete corks; 6 - stiffening ribs; 7 - bearing plate-washers; 8 - plate-pad under tension bars; 9 - welding; 10 - leveling grout course

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY MEANS OF BOLTS

1 - displaced panel; 2 - cross-bar; 3 - panel wide angle prop; 4 - tension bars with nuts spaced at 400 mm (nuts should be tightened and welded); 5 - holes in panel flanges and concrete corks; 6 - stiffening ribs; 7 - angle-rocker; 8 - aligning plate (can be used for wedging); 9 - leveling grout course
STRENGTHENING OF BEARING UNITS OF ROOF PANEL

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY MEANS OF JIGS

1 - displaced panels; 2 - bearing roof element (truss, beam); 3 - angle-prop; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - prop jig; 6 - plate-pads; 7 - plate-wedges (aligning planks); 8 - welding

1 - displaced panels; 2 - bearing roof element (truss, beam); 3 - angle-prop; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - stirrup planks; 6 - holes cut out in panel butt ribs (to be concreted after strengthening); 7 - plate-wedges for engaging props into joint work; 8 - welding

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY MEANS OF STIRRUPS

1 - displaced panels; 2 - bearing roof element (truss, beam); 3 - angle-prop; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - stirrup planks; 6 - holes cut out in panel butt ribs (to be concreted after strengthening); 7 - plate-wedges for engaging the prop into work; 8 - welding

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY MEANS OF TENSION EARS

1 - displaced panels; 2 - bearing roof element (truss, beam); 3 - angle-prop; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - bearing washes for nut; 6 - tension bar with nut; 7 - plate for tension bar fastening; 8 - fastening bolts; 9 - plate-wedges for engaging the prop into work; 10 - welding

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY MEANS OF CAST-IN ITEMS

1 - displaced panels; 2 - bearing roof element (truss, beam); 3 - angle-prop plate jig with holes for welding; 4 - roof element; 5 - cast-in item; 6 - scab; 7 - panel cast-in items; 8 - plate wedges for engaging the prop into work; 9 - welding

POSITIONING OF PROPS BY MEANS OF COUPLING BOLTS

1 - displaced panels; 2 - roof beam (frame); 3 - angle prop; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - fastening angle with panel ribs; 6 - scab; 7 - pad; 8 - coupling bolts; 9 - coupling bolts angle-washers; 10 - plate-wedges for engaging the prop into work; 11 - welding
STRENGTHENING OF PLATFORM BUTT JOINTS OF LARGE-PANEL BUILDINGS

STRENGTHENING OF FLOOR SLAB SUPPORT UNITS

1 - core floor slabs with little support by walls; 2 - concrete wall panels; 3 - additional angle supports; 4 - coupling bolts spaced at 600 mm in drilled holes; 5 - stiffening ribs; 6 - holes in slab flanges for placing concrete; 7 - concrete anchor blocks in every third core; 8 - plastering on mesh

STRENGTHENING OF FLOOR SLAB AND WALL SUPPORT UNITS

1 - core floor slabs with little support by walls; 2 - concrete wall panels with decreased concrete, strength; 3 - additional angle supports; 4 - coupling bolts spaced at 600 mm drilled holes; 5 - holes in slab flanges for placing concrete; 6 - concrete anchor blocks in every third core; 7 - plastering on mesh

STRENGTHENING OF FLOOR SLAB SUPPORT SECTIONS

1 - core floor slabs without concrete anchor blocks in support sections; 2 - concrete wall panels; 3 - holes in slab flanges for placing concrete; 4 - concrete anchor blocks in every third core

STRENGTHENING OF FLOOR SLAB SUPPORT SECTIONS IN CASE OF ANCHOR FAILURE OR PRINCIPLE REINFORCEMENT RUPTURE

1 - core floor slabs; 2 - panel principle reinforcement with failures in anchorage or rupture in support; 3 - wall panels; 4 - hole cut out in slab flange for fixing the reinforcing cage and placing concrete; 5 - reinforcing cage; 6 - grouting concrete at the place of cage fixing
### ARRANGEMENT OF FLOORS FROM SMALL-SIZED REINFORCED CONCRETE MEMBERS IN RECONSTRUCTING BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

#### SETTING OF SOLID INSERTS CLOSE TO REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS


#### SETTING OF RIBBED INSERTS CLOSE TO REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS


#### SETTING OF VAULTED INSERTS ON REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS


#### SETTING OF FLAT REINFORCED CONCRETE SLABS ON METAL BEAMS

1. Flat reinforced concrete slabs resting on upper and lower flanges of metal beams; 2. Double-tee metal beams with support in brick wall recesses; 3. Brick walls; 4. Floor system; 5. Plaster

#### SETTING OF FLAT REINFORCED CONCRETE SLABS ON METAL BEAMS


#### SETTING OF HOLLOW BLOCKS CONCRETE BEAMS

WAYS OF TEMPORARY STRENGTHENING REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR SLABS

**POSITIONING OF POSTS NEAR SUPPORTS**

1. reinforced concrete floor slabs to be strengthened; 2. relieving metal or wooden posts; 3. square-sawn timber ground beams; 4. square-sawn timber pads; 5. wedges for engaging the posts into work; 6. braces; 7. the floor of the building.

**POSITIONING OF POSTS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SPAN**

1. reinforced concrete floor slabs to be strengthened; 2. relieving metal or wooden posts; square-sawn timber ground beams; 3. square-sawn timber pads; 4. wedges for engaging the posts into work; 5. the floor of the building.

**POSITIONING OF SUB-STRUTS**

1. reinforced concrete floor slabs to be strengthened; 2. relieving square-sawn timber sub-struts; 3. square-sawn timber pads; 4. square-sawn timber struts (for simultaneous engaging sub-struts into work); 5. ledgers; 6. the floor of the building.

**POSITIONING OF RELIEVING BEAMS**

1. reinforced concrete floor slabs to be strengthened; 2. metal or wooden relieving beams; 3. wooden or metal posts; 4. square-sawn timber ground beams; 5. square-sawn timber pads; 6. wedges for engaging relieving beams into work; 7. the floor of the building; 8. ledgers.

**SUSPENSION OF FLOOR SLABS TO RELIEVING BEAMS**

1. reinforced concrete floor slabs to be strengthened; 2. channel or double-tee metal relieving beams; 3. suspenders in the form of metal tension bars passed through joints between slabs; 4. channel pads; 5. square-sawn timber ground beams.

**SETTING OF SUSPENDERS**

1. reinforced concrete floor slabs to be strengthened; 2. reinforcing steel suspenders passed through joints between slabs; 3. channel pads; 4. couplings for tensioning the suspenders; 5. diagonal washer; 6. anchorage of suspenders.
### ARRANGEMENT OF FLOORS FROM LARGE-SIZED REINFORCED CONCRETE MEMBERS IN RECONSTRUCTING BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

#### FLOORS FROM SLABS BROUGHT INTO WALL JOGGLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- reinforced concrete floor slabs brought into wall joggles in inclined position; 2 - brick walls; 3 - wall joggles from 120 to 150mm deep; 4 - 240 to 300 mm deep joggle for placing floor slabs and their handling through joggles; 5 - concrete for grouting the joggles after floor slabs erection.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FLOORS FROM SLABS WITH PROTRUDING RIBS BROUGHT INTO WALL RECESSES AND JOGGLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- reinforced concrete floor slabs with protruding ribs put in recesses at inclined position of slabs; the other end of the slab is brought into joggles; 2 - brick walls; 3 - wall recess from 240 to 300 mm deep; 4 - wall joggle from 120 to 150 mm deep; 5 - concrete for joggle grouting; 6 - concrete for grouting the clearance between the wall, protruding ribs and slab butts.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FLOORS FROM SLABS RESTING ON WALL ANGLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- reinforced concrete floor slabs resting on wall angles; 2 - wall angles attached to walls by means of tension bars at a distance from 1.5 to 2 m; 3 - tension bars with support washers; 4 - brick walls; 5 - grouting concrete; 6 - plaster.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FLOORS FROM SLABS RESTING ON WALL BEAMS AND PURLINS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- reinforced concrete floor slabs resting on wall beams; 2 - angle wall beams welded to purlins; 3 - purlins (double tees) with support in recesses cut out in brick walls; 4 - brick walls; 5 - steel gussets set in joints between slabs and welded to wall beams; 6 - 25 mm diameter pivots closely wedged to slab top (for decreasing torsional moment in wall beams); 7 - grouting concrete.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FLOORS FROM SLABS RESTING ON WALL BEAMS AND TWO-SIDED CANTILEVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- reinforced concrete floor slabs resting on angle wall beams; 2 - wall beams welded to double-tee two-sided cantilevers; 3 - double-cantilever beams placed in aperture in the middle wall (under beams there placed distribution pads); 4 - middle brick wall; 5 - external brick wall; 6 - joggle in external brick wall; 7 - grouting concrete.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FLOORS FROM BEAM ELEMENTS BROUGHT INTO WALL JOGGLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- reinforced concrete beam elements of floor (continuous, square or x-section; up to 9 m long; made in pile shutters) brought into wall joggles in inclined position; 2 - wall joggles from 120 to 150 mm deep; 3 - joggle from 240 to 300 mm deep for placing floor elements (to be grouted after erecting the floor elements).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RECONSTRUCTION OF NON-VENTILATED ROOFS INTO VENTILATED ONES

FLAT ASBESTOS ROOF

1 - waterproof mat; 2 - flat asbestos; 3 - existing screed cleared of old waterproof mat; 4 - existing warmth-keeping logging; 5 - vapour seal; 6 - reinforced concrete slab; 7 - 50x50 mm wooden bars spaced at 0.5m; 8 - wood screws; 9 - air ducts; 10 - asbestos canopy with waterproof mat glued on; 11 - asbestos duct walls

CORRUGATED ASBESTOS ROOF

1 - waterproof mat; 2 - asphalt or cement-sand screed; 3 - corrugated asbestos; 4 - existing screed cleared of old waterproof mat; 5 - existing warmth-keeping logging; 6 - vapour seal; 7 - reinforced concrete slab; 8 - mesh; 9 - air duct; 10 - duct mesh half a brick thick; 11 - roofing iron canopy; 12 - roofing iron apron

IRON ROOF ON WOODEN SHEATHING

1 - roofing iron; 2 - roof sheathing; 3 - existing screed cleared of old waterproof mat; 4 - existing warmth-keeping logging; 5 - vapour seal; 6 - reinforced concrete slab; 7 - 50x50 mm wooden bars spaced at 1.0 m; 8 - nails; 9 - air duct; 10 - canopy made of roofing iron covered boards; 11 - duct board walls

IRON ROOF WITH ADDITIONAL WARMTH-KEEPING LOGGING

1 - roofing iron; 2 - roof sheathing; 3 - additional warmth-keeping logging; 4 - portion of existing screed used as supports for roof boards; 5 - existing warmth-keeping logging; 6 - vapour seal; 7 - reinforced concrete slab; 8 - 50x200 mm roof boards spaced at 1.0 m; 9 - nails; 10 - air duct; 11 - canopy made of boards covered with roofing iron; 12 - duct board walls
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS

SPLICING OF BEAMS FROM BELOW FOR THE PURPOSE OF SLIGHT INCREASE IN THEIR BEARING CAPACITY

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete splice; 3 - strengthening longitudinal reinforcement; 4 - short reinforcing rods; 5 - exposed reinforcement of beam (sections spaced at 1.0 m)

SPLICING OF BEAMS FROM BELOW FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSIDERABLE INCREASE IN THEIR BEARING CAPACITY

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - reinforced concrete splices; 3 - strengthening longitudinal reinforcement; 4 - bent reinforcement bars; 5 - exposed reinforcement of beam (sections spaced at 1.0 m)

SPLICING OF BEAMS FROM ABOVE

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - strengthening reinforced concrete jacket; 3 - strengthening reinforcement; 4 - bond surface between cast-in-place concrete and beam (cleandowned and hacked)

SETTING OF REINFORCING STEEL STRUT-FRAMES

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - prestressed reinforcing steel strut-frame; 3 - supporting device; 4 - struts; 5 - band

SETTING OF ROLLED METAL STRUT-FRAMES

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - prestressed rolled metal strutframe; 3 - supporting device; 4 - struts; 5 - stressing screws

SETTING OF STRUTTED TIES

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - prestressed reinforcing or rolled steel strut-frame; 3 - supporting device; 4 - struts; 5 - band
## Strengthening of Reinforced Concrete Beams

### Reinforced Concrete Yoke Arrangement

### Setting of Metal Angles

### Setting of Additional Reinforcement by Using Polymer Mortar

### Setting of Reinforcing Steel Ties

### Positioning of Relieving Posts
1. Beam under strengthening; 2. Additional support-post; 3. Channel bearing elements; 4. Metal wedges for engaging the post into work

### Positioning of Relieving Portal Frames
1. Beam under strengthening; 2. Additional support-portal frame; 3. Channel bearing elements; 4. Metal wedges for engaging the portal frame into work
## Strengthening of Reinforced Concrete Beams

### Setting of Hinge-Rod Chains


### Positioning of Relieving Sub-Struts


### Setting of Sloping Stirrups Connected by Flexible Closed Reinforcement


### Positioning of Props With Guys


### Setting of Strutted Tie With Additional Element in Compressed Zone

1. Beam under strengthening with defects in compressed zone; 2. Strutted tie to be stressed; 3. Additional compression element; 4. Tie fix-ing point; 5. Brace device of tie elements; 6. Additional compressed element ties to retain stability.

### Positioning of Relieving Brackets

STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS

SETTING OF ADDITIONAL SUPPORTS WITH S-SHAPED PLATE STRUTS

1 - structure (slab, beam) under strengthening; 2 - additional support; 3 - S-shaped plates; 4 - screw coupling; 5 - welding (should be done after additional supports begin to work)

SETTING OF ADDITIONAL LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS RODS, CONNECTED BY SLABS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - ledges; 3 - protruding bars; 4 - additional longitudinal rods; 5 - additional transverse prestressed reinforcement; 6 - concrete-metal slabs; 7 - cast-in metal plates

POSITIONING OF ADDITIONAL RIGID SUPPORT

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - strengthening metal beam; 3 - metal beam supports; 4 - fixing angles; 5 - pads (metal wedges) for engaging strengthening metal beam into work

FORMATION OF CONTINUOUS SYSTEM

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - column; 3 - exposed top reinforcement of beam; 4 - tie rod to be welded; 5 - interbeam joint to be wedged out by metal plates

FORMATION OF INVERTED BEND WITH ITS FIXATION BY WEDGE-SHAPED ELEMENT

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - lower zone reinforcement; 3 - upper zone reinforcement; 4 - cross slot with a cut in top reinforcement; 5 - steel polymer concrete wedge with holes for reinforcement (wedge should be set in after beam bend formation); 6 - reinforcing rod welded to the cut upper reinforcement; 7 - shaped steel strip glued on concrete; 8 - II-shaped frame-formwork; 9 - filling all empty cavities with liquid polymer concrete

TRANSFERING A PART OF THE LOAD TO RELIEVING BEAMS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - main double-tee relieving beams; 3 - secondary double-tee relieving beams; 4 - pads for making clearance between relieving and strengthened elements; 5 - floor slabs; 6 - load relieved from strengthened beam
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED INCLINED TIES

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED STRUTTED TIES OF LINEAR ELEMENTS
1. Beam under strengthening; 2. Inclined section of reinforcing steel tie; 3. Horizontal section of reinforcing steel tie; 4. Upper support base formed of plates; 5. Lower support base formed of channel; 6. Hinged (bolt) fastening of tie inclined section to lower support base; 7. Leveling course of mortar; 8. Couplings for tensioning the ties

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED STRUTTED TIES OF LINEAR ELEMENTS
1. Beam under strengthening; 2. Inclined section of reinforcing steel tie; 3. Horizontal section of reinforcing steel tie; 4. Upper support base formed of plates; 5. Lower support base formed of channel; 6. Leveling course of cement-sand mortar; 7. Nut for tensioning the ties

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED SUPPORT TIES
### Strengthening of Supporting Sections of Beams

#### Setting of Reinforcing Rods by Glueing
1. Beam under strengthening; 2. Cracks in beam; 3. 6-8 mm diameter reinforcing rods; 4. Milled grooves in concrete; 5. Protective-structural polymer mortar

#### Welding of Additional Sloping Rods
1. Beam under strengthening; 2. Sloping rods laid in cut grooves and welded to longitudinal reinforcement of beams; 3. Cement-sand 10MPa mortar; 4. Longitudinal reinforcement of beams; 5. Cracks in beam

#### Setting of Sloping Stirrups

#### Setting of Cross Stirrups

#### Setting of Bands

#### Glueing of Sheet Metal
1. Beam under strengthening; 2. Cracks in beam; 3. Metal sheets 1-2 mm thick; 4. Drilled pockets in concrete; 5. 6-10 mm diameter, 80-120 mm long reinforcing anchors; 6. Protective-structural polymer mortar; 7. Welding
STRENGTHENING OF CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR BEAMS

POSITIONING OF RELIEVING BEAMS BY MEANS OF CANTILEVERS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - columns; 3 - relieving metal beam; 4 - bearing cantilevers on columns in the form of reinforced concrete or metal yoke; 5 - fixing angles of relieving beam final position; 6 - stiffening ribs; 7 - plate-wedges for engaging relieving beams into the joint work

POSITIONING OF RELIEVING BEAMS BY MEANS OF STIRRUPS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - relieving metal beam; 3 - stiffening ribs; 4 - stirrups for relieving beam fixing; 5 - plate-jig of stirrups; 6 - holes in slab for stirrups; 7 - plate-wedges for engaging relieving beams into joint work

SETTING OF ADDITIONAL THERMOSTRESSED REINFORCEMENT

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - exposed principle reinforcement of beam; 3 - reinforcing short-rods welded to exposed reinforcement; 4 - additional thermostressed reinforcement (to be welded to short-rods in heated stats); 5 - gunite or dense cement sand plaster

SETTING OF CHANNEL TIES

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - channel tie; 3 - anchor devices; 4 - holes in slab concreted after anchors placing; 5 - channel pad; 6 - nut welded to tie; 7 - coupling bolt

SETTING OF REINFORCING STEEL HORIZONTAL TIES

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - reinforcing steel horizontal ties; 3 - angle tie anchor; 4 - vertical jigs of reinforcing steel angle-anchors, embedded in notched holes in slab; 5 - holes in slab concreted after jigs setting; 6 - band

SUSPENDERS TO RELIEVING BEAMS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - relieving beam (reinforced concrete or metal); 3 - clearance between relieving beam and the floor; 4 - tension stirrup; 5 - holes in slab for stirrup; 6 - channel bearing elements; 7 - angle pads
STRENGTHENING OF CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR BEAMS

SETTING OF RELIEVING BRACKETS
1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - column; 3 - relieving brackets; 4 - bracket tension bars; 5 - bracket horizontal elements; 6 - bracket stops; 7 - angle-stops; 8 - holes in slab for tension bars; 9 - wedges for engaging brackets into the joint work

SETTING OF REINFORCING STEEL STRUTTED TIES
1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - reinforcing steel strutted tie; 3 - supporting anchors of strutted tie embedded in notched holes in slab; 4 - holes in slab concreted after anchors setting; 5 - pads in the form of roller welded to plate; 6 - band

SETTING OF REINFORCING STEEL COMPOSITE TIES
1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - reinforcing steel horizontal tie; 3 - supporting anchors of strutted tie setting; 4 - horizontal tie anchors; 5 - anchor jigs embedded in slab; 6 - strutted tie anchors embedded in slab; 7 - holes in slab concreted after anchors and jigs setting; 8 - pad-short rods; 9 - coupling bolt

SETTING OF ANGLE HORIZONTAL TIES
1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - angle horizontal tie welded to anchors; 3 - channel anchor set in groove cut in column and welded to column exposed reinforcement; 4 - reinforced concrete column; 5 - coupling bolt

SETTING OF ROLLED ANGLE STRUTTED TIES
1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - rolled angle strutted tie; 3 - supporting anchors of strutted ties setting; 4 - bearing pad; 5 - coupling bolt

SETTING OF HINGE-ROD CHAIN
1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - column; 3 - reinforcing steel hinge-rod chain; 4 - chain anchor devices in the form of metal rings on columns; 5 - holes in slab for chains; 6 - channel posts; 7 - channel bearing elements
STRENGTHENING OF CAST-IN-PLACE REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR BEAMS

ARRENGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE

1 - secondary beams under strengthening; 2 - main beams; 3 - slab; 4 - reinforced concrete yoke; 5 - longitudinal reinforcement of yoke; 6 - yoke stirrups; 7 - holes in slab for stirrups and concrete; 8 - beam surface prepared for concreting (cleaned down and hacked)

SETTLE OF BANDS AT SUPPORT

1 - main beam under strengthening; 2 - secondary beam; 3 - slab; 4 - metal bands with nuts; 5 - angle pad; 6 - pad-washer; 7 - holes drilled in slab for stirrups

ARRENGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SPLICE

1 - secondary beams under strengthening; 2 - main beams; 3 - slab; 4 - reinforced concrete splice; 5 - longitudinal reinforcement of splice; 6 - stirrups; 7 - bent reinforcing short rods welded to exposed reinforcement of beam and reinforcement of splice; 8 - treated lower surface of beams

SETTLE OF BRACED CROSS RODS AT SUPPORTS

1 - main beam under strengthening; 2 - secondary beams; 3 - slab; 4 - cross rods welded to angles; 5 - angles; 6 - fastening bolts; 7 - holes drilled in slab bolts; 8 - scabs; 9 - coupling bolts

WELDING OF SLOPING RODS AT SUPPORTS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - secondary beams; 3 - slab; 4 - sloping reinforcing rods welded to exposed upper and lower principle reinforcement of beam under strengthening; 5 - grooves for setting additional reinforcing rods (to be filled with concrete after rods setting); 6 - holes out in slab for sloping rods (to be filled with concrete after rode setting)
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ROOF BEAMS

**SETTING OF HINGE-ROD CHAIN WITH SUSPENDERS**

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - hinge rod chain (reinforcing rods, tendons); 3 - bearing unit of hinge rod chain; 4 - reinforcing steel suspenders with hinge fastening from one side and thread from the other; 5 - supporting elements in the form of channel beams; 6 - tension nut

**SETTING OF HINGE-ROD CHAIN WITH STRUTS**

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - rolled angle hinge-rod chains; 3 - steel plate struts; 4 - channel supporting element-ties; 5 - plate with holes for load suspenders; 6 - round reinforcing steel restraining elements welded to supporting elements and forming grooves for struts

**SETTING OF DOUBLE-TEE AND ANGLE PRESTRESSED STRUT-FRAME**

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - horizontal tension bar of double-tee strut-frame; 3 - sloping tension bar of angle strut-frame; 4 - supporting unit of strut-frame; 5 - support for channel turnbuckle set on mortar; 6 - stiffening rib; 7 - square element-nut welded to strut-frame stressing screw-support with square thread; 8 - reinforcing fabric; 9 - space filled with cement-sand mortar after strut-frame

**SETTING OF PRESTRESSED STRUTTED TIES**

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - strutted tie; 3 - bearing base; 4 - stressing device
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ROOF BEAMS

SETTING OF HORIZONTAL PRESTRESSED TIE

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - reinforcing steel horizontal tie; 3 - bearing unit of tie; 4 - spacer of tie elements bands; 5 - stirrupjigs

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED TIES AND FILLING THE HOLES WITH CONCRETE

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - holes filled with B-35 class concrete; 3 - A-III class prestressed tie 25-40 mm in diameter; 4 - nuts for tensioning; 5 - butt supporting sheet; 6 - support cast-in item; 7 - suspenders

SETTING OF RELIEVING BRACKETS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - columns; 3 - angle relieving brackets; 4 - connections along the bottom chord of brackets; 5 - supporting beam; 6 - tension screw

SETTING OF SUSPENDER TO RELIEVING BEAMS PLACED IN ROOF SPACE

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - roof slabs; 3 - brick walls; 4 - metal relieving beam resting on walls; 5 - recesses cut out in walls for setting the relieving beams (to be packed with brick after setting the beams); 6 - tension bar and angle suspenders passed through interslab joints; 7 - roof
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ROOF BEAMS

SETTING OF SUSPENDER TO RELIEVING BEAMS PLACED ON ROOF SLAB

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - roof slabs; 3 - brick walls; 4 - relieving metal beam with bend in span mid and with supports on walls; 5 - holes in beam web for stirrups; 6 - tension bar and angle suspenders in interslab joints; 7 - concrete for grouting the relieving beam; 8 - membrane waterproofing of concreted relieving beam

ACHIEVING OF FLOOR SLABS JOINT WORK BY ARRANGING REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - roof slabs; 3 - 10-14 mm diameter reinforcement stirrups; 4 - holes in slab flanges for stirrups; 5 - holes in beam web for stirrups; 6 - yoke concrete

SETTING OF SUSPENDER TO RELIEVING BEAMS PLACED ON ROOF SLAB

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - roof slabs; 3 - brick walls; 4 - relieving metal beam with bend in span mid and with supports on walls; 5 - holes in beam web for stirrups; 6 - tension bar and angle suspenders in interslab joints; 7 - concrete for grouting the relieving beam; 8 - membrane waterproofing of concreted relieving beam

POSITIONING OF RELIEVING BEAMS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - roof slabs; 3 - brick walls; 4 - relieving metal beams resting on walls; 5 - recesses cut out in walls for getting the relieving beams (to be packed with brick after setting the beams); 6 - metal posts (tube, angle or channel box) welded to relieving beams and cast-in items of slabs after driving the wedges; 7 - metal plates-wedges for engaging relieving beams into work

SETTING OF SUSPENDER TO RELIEVING BEAMS PLACED ON ROOF SLAB

1 - beams under strengthening; 2 - bracing sheet metal stirrups placed on mortar on prepared (cleaned-down and hacked) surface; 3 - reinforcing steel ties welded to stirrups; 4 - bands; 5 - interbeam joints wedged out by steel plates
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ROOF BEAMS

LIGHTENING OF ROOF STRUCTURE

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - roof slabs; 3 - brick walls; 4 - lightened roof structure; I - waterproof mat (3-4 courses of roofing felt on bituminous mastic); II - asbestos-cement flat sheet 8mm thick (joints between the sheets should be glued with burlap with bituminous mastic); III - leveling course of cement-sand mortar 15mm thick; IV - warmth keeping lagging (fibrous board, rigid mineral wool board, polystyrene, etc.); V - vapour insulation in the form of two layers.

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE UNDER TOP CHORD LOCAL STRENGTHENING

1 - top chord of beam under strengthening; 2 - channels of strengthening yoke; 3 - coupling bolts; 4 - holes for bolts drilled in beam web; 5 - angle welded to channel in point notched for slab ribs; 6 - damaged section of flange overhang; 7 - concrete grouting; 8 - beam top chord surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked).

PLACING OF RELIEVING CANTILEVER BEAMS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - column; 3 - roof slabs; 4 - channel relieving cantilever beams supporting on column overhangs; 5 - channel bearing beam; 6 - bolts; 7 - cross plank-ties; 8 - aligning plate.
STRENGTHENING OF BEARING SECTIONS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ROOF BEAMS

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED CROSS RODS IN BEARING SECTIONS

1 - bearing section of beam under strengthening; 2 - longitudinal angles set on mortar (angle flange should be notched in places of slab resting); 3 - connecting reinforced rods to be welded; 4 - prestressed cross rods of strengthening (should be tightened till closing up of cracks); 5 - bands; 6 - cracks in bearing section of beam

FORMATION OF ANCHOR HEADS WITH TENSION WEDGES IN BEARING SECTIONS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - crack in bearing section of beam; 3 - principle reinforcement of beam under strengthening; 4 - concrete cut in beam to the depth of about 60 mm; 5 - plates with holes placed on exposed reinforcement; 6 - formed anchor heads; 7 - late-wedges for tensioning (to be wedged out till closing up of cracks); 8 - protective concrete layer

SETTING OF PRESTRESSED SLOPING RODS IN BEARING SECTIONS

1 - bearing section of beam under strengthening; 2 - prestressed sloping rods of strengthening; 3 - holes drilled in beam flange for sloping rods; 4 - cross angles placed on mortar in cut grooves; 5 - nuts for rods tightening (till closing up of cracks); 6 - cracks in bearing section of beam

SETTING OF ANCHOR NUTS IN BEARING SUCTIONS

1 - beam under strengthening; 2 - crack in bearing section of beam; 3 - principle reinforcement of beam under strengthening; 4 - concrete cut in beam butt to the depth of about 60 mm; 5 - bearing plate with holes; 6 - screw thread on exposed principle reinforcement ends; 7 - tightening nuts (to be tightened till closing up of cracks); 8 - protective concrete layer
STRENGTHENING OF BEAM ROOFS BY THEIR RECONSTRUCTION INTO ARCHED ROOFS

TRANSFER OF THRUST TO TIES

1 - roof beam; 2 - columns; 3 - root slabs slightly raised and placed on posts; 4 - metal posts (tube, angle and channel box); 5 - reinforcing steel tie; 6 - coupling for tensioning the tie; 7 - washer; 8 - V-shaped plate; 9 - concrete for grouting the joints between slabs; 10 - welding; 11 - holes in slab ribs for setting the ties

TRANSFER OF THRUST THROUGH TIES TO STRENGTHENED BEAMS

1 - roof beam; 2 - columns; 3 - roof slabs slightly raised and placed on posts; 4 - metal posts (tube, angle or channel box) welded to cast-in items of beams and slabs; 5 - reinforcing steel tie welded to cast-in items of beam; 6 - nut for tensioning the tie; 7 - angle; 8 - V-shaped plates; 9 - concrete for grouting the joints between slabs; 10 - welding; 11 - holes in slab ribs for setting the ties

ARRANGEMENT OF EDGE MEMBERS AND DIAPHRAGMS OF ROOF SLABS AND ROLLED METAL

1 - roof beam; 2 - columns; 3 - roof slabs slightly raised and placed on metal posts; 4 - posts (tube, angle or channel box) welded to beam and slab cast-in items; 5 - upper chord of channel diaphragm placed on slabs by means of mortar base course; 6 - coupling bolts fixed in interslab joints; 7 - channel edge element welded to channel chord; 8 - V-shaped plates; 9 - reinforcing steel tie; 10 - hole for tie in the slab; 11 - coupling for tensioning the tie; 12 - concrete for grouting the joints between slabs and upper chord of diaphragm (channel)

TRANSFER OF THRUST THROUGH CONCRETE KEYS TO STRENGTHENED BEAMS

1 - roof beam; 2 - roof slabs slightly raised and placed on posts; 3 - columns; 4 - metal posts (tube, angle, or channel box) welded to cast-in items of beams and slabs; 5 - concrete keys; 6 - holes in edge slab flanges for placing concrete keys; 7 - tension bar and angle bands; 8 - concrete for grouting the joints between slabs
STRENGTHENING OF BEAM ROOFS BY THEIR RECONSTRUCTING INTO SHORT CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

ARRANGEMENT OF CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE EDGE MEMBERS AND DIAPHRAGMS

1 - roof beam; 2 - columns; 3 - roof slabs slightly raised and placed on metal posts; 4 - posts (tub, angle or channel box) welded to beam mid slab cast-in items; 5 - reinforcing cages of edge member; 6 - cast-in-place concrete edge member; 7 - cast-in-place concrete diaphragm; 8 - holes in slab flanges for placing concrete; 9 - beam surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked); 10 - interslab joints filled with concrete

TRANSFER OF THRUST THROUGH EDGE SLABS TO STRENGTHENED BEAMS

1 - roof beam; 2 - columns; 3 - roof slabs slightly raised and placed on posts; 4 - edge slabs additionally welded to cast-in items of beams and slabs; 5 - metal posts (tub, angle or channel box) welded to cast-in items of beams and slabs; 6 - additional supports welded to cast-in items of beams; 7 - V-shaped plate; 8 - concrete for grouting the joints between slabs; 9 - welding

ARRANGEMENT OF CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE EDGE MEMBER, KEYS AND SLABS

1 - roof beam; 2 - columns; 3 - roof slabs slightly raised and placed on metal posts; 4 - posts (tubs, angle or channel box) welded to beam and slab cast-in items; 5 - reinforcing cages of edge member; 6 - edge member; 7 - concrete keys; 8 - hole in slab flange for concreting the edge member and keys; 9 - reinforcing cages placed in interslab joints; 10 - reinforcing fabric; 11 - slab surface prepared for concreting (hacked, cleandowned); 12 - 50 mm thick cast-in-place concrete layer

ARRANGEMENT OF CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE EDGE MEMBERS AND DIAPHRAGMS IN THE FORM OF ARCHES FROM SLABS WITH TIBS

1 - roof beam; 2 - columns; 3 - roof slabs slightly raised and placed on metal posts; 4 - posts (tubs, angle or channel box) welded to beam and slab cast-in items; 5 - reinforcing cages of edge member; 6 - edge member; 7 - concrete keys; 8 - hole in slab flange for concreting the edge member and keys; 9 - reinforcing cages placed in interslab joints; 10 - reinforcing fabric; 11 - slab surface prepared for concreting (hacked, cleandowned); 12 - 50 mm thick cast-in-place concrete layer
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ROOF TRUSSES

STRENGTHENING OF BOTTOM CHORD BY SETTING PRESTRESSED REINFORCING STEEL TIE

1 - truss under strengthening; 2 - tie of 25–40 mm diameter A-class prestressed reinforcement; 3 - butt bearing sheet; 4 - strut; 5 - band

SETTING OF DIAGONAL SUB-STRUTS

1 - open-frame truss under strengthening; 2 - diagonal sub-straits (reinforced concrete, rolled metal); 3 - elements for engaging sub-straits into the joint work (wedges, flat jacks, inserts of expanding cement concrete)

STRENGTHENING OF TRUSSES BY SETTING A SYSTEM OF REINFORCING STEEL TIES

1 - truss under strengthening; 2 - reinforcing steel ties; 3 - reinforcing steel suspenders; 4 - tension couplings; 5 - sheet metal bracing stirrup; 6 - channel bearing elements (should be placed on mortar)

STRENGTHENING OF TENSIONED STRUTS BY SETTING REINFORCING STEEL TIES

1 - tensioned truss struts under strengthening; 2 - reinforcing steel ties; 3 - tension couplings; 4 - bracing stirrups of sheet metal and scabs; 5 - roof slab ribs
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ROOF TRUSSES

SETTING OF ADDITIONAL SUPPORTS

1 - truss under strengthening; 2 - existing columns; 3 - additional supports-posts put under intermediate truss units; 4 - foundation under additional supports; 5 - fittings for engaging additional supports into the joint work (wedges, flat jacks, screws, etc.)

ACHIEVING OF CONTINUITY

1 - trusses under strengthening; 2 - bracing stirrups of sheet metal; 3 - reinforcing steel ties; 4 - band; 5 - joint between trusses under strengthening wedged out by steel plates

SETTING OF HINGE-ROD CHAIN

1 - truss under strengthening; 2 - hinge-rod chain (reinforcing rode, tendons); 3 - chain attachment unit at the end of the truss; 4 - suspenders attached to chain by hinges from one side and thread from the other side; 5 - supporting elements in the form of channel beams under truss units; 6 - tightening nuts

STRENGTHENING OF BOTTOM CHORD BY SETTING PRESTRESSED CHANNEL TIE

1 - truss under strengthening; 2 - prestressed channel tie; 3 - scabs; 4 - strut screws; 5 - butt bearing sheet
STRENGTHENING OF REINFORCED CONCRETE TRUSS UNITS

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE FOR LENGTHENING THE BEARING SECTIONS OF TRUSSES

1 - bearing connection of truss; 2 - side sheets of yoke; 3 - top sheet of yoke; 4 - bottom sheet of yoke; 5 - stiffening ribs; 6 - supporting sheet; 7 - back vertical connecting sheets; 8 - clearance filled with concrete.

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE ON INTERMEDIATE UNIT

1 - truss intermediate unit; 2 - yoke angles; 3 - cross scabs; 4 - connecting cross angle-planks; 5 - coupling bolts with nuts.

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE ON BEARING CONNECTIONS

1 - bearing connection of truss; 2 - reinforced concrete yoke; 3 - 8-12 mm diameter closed cross stirrups of yoke; 4 - 12-14 mm diameter longitudinal reinforcement of yoke; 5 - bearing connection surface prepared for concreting (cleandowned and hacked).

POSITIONING OF SUPPORTING PROP UNDER BEARING CONNECTIONS

1 - bearing connection of truss; 2 - supporting prop with stiffening ribs; 3 - plate suspender of prop; 4 - supports for fixing the angle suspenders; 5 - metal plate-wedges for engaging the props into work.

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE FOR STRENGTHENING THE INTERMEDIATE UNITS

1 - truss intermediate unit; 2 - roof slabs; 3 - metal yoke placed on cement-sand mortar; 4 - side sheets of yoke cut along unit contour; 5 - connecting sheets of yoke; 6 - stiffening ribs.

ARRANGEMENT OF METAL YOKE ON BEARING CONNECTIONS

1 - bearing connection of truss; 2 - yoke angles; 3 - cross scabs; 4 - connecting cross angle-planks; 5 - coupling bolts with nuts.
STRENGTHENING OF BEARING CONNECTIONS OF ROOF STRUCTURES

POSITIONING OF SUPPORTING PROPS BY MEANS OF PLATE-JIGS

1 - displaced roof structure; 2 - column; 3 - column cast-in item; 4 - supporting angle prop; 5 - stiffening ribs; 6 - plate-jigs welded to supporting prop and column cast-in item; 7 - plate-wedges engaging props into work

POSITIONING OF SUPPORTING CHANNEL PROPS

1 - displaced roof structures; 2 - column; 3 - supporting channel prop; 4 - stiffening ribs; 5 - support of channel props; 6 - coupling bolts; 7 - exposed principle reinforcement for welding prop supports; 8 - plate-wedges engaging props into work

ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE YOKE-STIRRUPS

1 - displaced roof structures; 2 - column; 3 - reinforced concrete yoke-stirrup; 4 - horizontal closed reinforcing stirrups; 5 - protective layer of concrete cut along column perimeter

POSITIONING OF SUPPORTING PROPS BY MEANS OF POSTS

1 - displaced roof structure; 2 - column; 3 - channel post; 4 - supporting sheet of prop; 5 - side sheet of prop; 6 - stiffening rib; 7 - plate-wedges engaging the prop into work; 8 - stirrups for fixing the post

POSITIONING OF SUPPORTING PROPS BY MEANS OF TENSION BARS

1 - displaced roof structure; 2 - column; 3 - roof slab; 4 - cast-in item of roof structure; 5 - cast-in item of panel; 6 - supporting angle prop; 7 - plate-washer; 8 - stiffening ribs; 9 - tension bars with nuts; 10 - welding
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